THE WORLD
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Telepathic scroll written by the Emissary Alpha and Omega

THE WORLD SHALL BE RULED BY THE SAME
ONES WHO WERE EXPLOITED; THE LIFE
SYSTEM BASED ON THE LAWS OF GOLD,
SHALL DISAPPEAR FROM THIS PLANET;
FOR IT WAS A SYSTEM THAT CAME OUT OF
MEN AND NOT OF GOD; EVERYTHING THAT
COMES OUT OF MAN TURNS INTO DUST;
WHAT IS OF GOD IS ETERNAL; IT BLOOMS
FROM WORLD TO WORLD.Yes little son; the world that is coming shall

be ruled by those who were exploited; for
the Earth is theirs; it has always been; from
the right instant in which the divine Father

said: The humble are first in the Kingdom
of Heavens; First means, first up above and

first down below; for what is up above is the
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same as down below; the Father’s mandates

are the same in any point of the universe; the

humble is always above all the others; in this

world, the men who have led its destinies, did
the opposite; they never allowed the humble
to lead the world; men usurped their divine
mandate; I verily say unto you that all those
who participated in this violation, shall pay

all of it; not a single capitalist shall remain;
they shall be uprooted from this world; for
the capitalist philosophy is not of the King-

dom of Heavens; nobody knows it; nor shall
anyone defend them; behold it would have

been better not to have requested to come

to this world; for they would not be in ques-

tion; behold the weeping and gnashing of
teeth, of a tree that Father Jehovah did not

plant; behold the destiny that awaits those

who dared to lead a world, by putting the
Father aside; thus shall they pay it; for thus
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they requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens;
everything is requested in the Kingdom; in

that everything one even requests the way
of being punished, if one gets to violate the

Father’s law; all those who participated in

the capitalism, violated the law; all the blood
that claimed justice through the centuries
falls on them; every moral suffering caused

by necessity, hunger, insecurity falls on them;
I verily say unto you that the Father’s nature

is sufficient for everyone; no one should
have undergone hunger in the world; no one
should have been either rich or poor; for all

of you requested equality before the Father;

Woe betide you hypocritical rich! Woe betide
your spirits! For you shall envy the dead!
Behold everything shall be taken from you!

Individual or rich nations impoverished; for

the enjoyment of such abundance, never ever

belonged to you; if the Father allowed you, it
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was for respect to the time of life trials, that

you requested; and which had to be fulfilled;

that time has been fulfilled; the arrival of the
own Revelation proves it; behold it starts for

you, followers of gold, your public judgment;
for you requested judgment, just as they are

done in the Kingdom of Heavens; nothing is

occult there; occultism in any of its forms,
is not known in the Kingdom; no one hides

anything from anybody; behold all those who
even pronounced the word occultism, shall

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for it is a
word which should have never been known;

as this world should have never known the
world capitalism; I verily say unto you that

every custom or tradition, which came out of
a strange life system, like yours, impedes its
protagonists to enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; being the mandate, which came out of

men, illegal, the most microscopic that came
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out of them is too; every thinking remained

being influenced; by something that should

have never been; that something does not
have an inheritance in the Kingdom; for it did
not come out from the Kingdom; and every-

thing that did not come out of the Kingdom,

no one knows it in the Kingdom; behold you
who lived a strange life system, where the
most important was gold, and not the Father,

you are also unknown in the Kingdom; I verily
say unto you that in the Kingdom of Heavens
one only knows and respects what is of the
Father; the creatures who having requested

to know lives on remote planets and did not

fulfill the respective Father’s law, do not

enter the Father’s Kingdom again; until they
pay the last debt; being this a molecule, an

idea, a gesture, intention, instant; everything
that one imagined must be paid; for every-

thing imagined becomes alive in the Father’s
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presence; and they ask for justice in their
respective laws; for no one is disinherited in

the Father’s creation; thus all what you were
in the terrestrial life, is born again in the
Father’s presence; molecules, cells, hair, eye-

brows, virtues, ideas; nothing as microscopic

as it may be, remains without its justice;
behold the supreme explanation that corre-

sponds to the equality taught by the Father;
being everything in the universe living, mat-

ter and spirit have the same rights; behold
every spiritual importance, feels shaken; for

it stops being so; no one is more important
than the other before the Father; all are equal
in rights; and if the Father has predilection

for someone, be sure that that someone is
the humblest among the humble; behold that
in this world one makes the impossible, so

that there would not be any humble; with
the selfish and self-interested life system that
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they gave to you, no one cultivates humility;

that is why nobody in this world shall enter
the Father’s Kingdom; with no humility it is

impossible to enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
I verily say unto you that it is enough that a

lightning of ambition has crossed your mind,
and you shall not enter the Father’s King-

dom; behold your life system based on gold,

makes your innocence vary; and it is enough a
most microscopic variation in the innocence,
and the spirit does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold the work of gold over every
innocence; behold the deceiver of the world;

behold the demon of this world; behold satan
who divides innocence between good and

evil; behold your yolk in all the epochs of
the Earth; at every instant it stole from you
a divine right; and every instant stolen from

another, must be returned; behold for the
same time that the right to govern the world
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was usurped from the humble, they shall
govern it; behold the birth of a New World;

a world that should have always existed;
for the divine mandate was given before all

the generations; behold the own deceived
ones shall crush their deceivers; behold the

fall of the beast; behold the worshippers of
the damned Osiris; behold the followers of

gold; behold the ones who divide the Father’s
children; behold the corrupted ones of the
universe; behold the ones who serve many

masters; behold the ones who served gold
and its vices; the weeping and gnashing of
teeth is theirs.-
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows
that the entire nature shall be judged by the

Solar Trinity; the drawing represents the
Ark of Covenants; the Ark represents the

reincarnation of each creature; the union
between the elements and the spirits; mat-

ter and spirit get united in remote worlds;

for being them living, they plan their own
destinies; the Solar Trinity represents the
divine power of the Father, in all the worlds
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of the universe; when the Solar Trinity vis-

its the worlds, it manifests itself by living
knowledge; by doctrine; just as it was in the

past of this world; the Mosaic Era and the
Christian Era; now the Era of the Lamb of
God is initiated; the last visit of the Trin-

ity to this world; every celestial mandate is

eternally subordinated to Father Jehovah; it
depends on Him to make the laws that He
creates to be fulfilled or annulled; every Trinity of the planets earths, has the living telepa-

thy with the Father’s Son; thus was in the
past; everything was by living telepathy; the
divine orders were given directly to the indi-

vidualities that served the Father; nothing
is done by chance, in the Father’s creation;
for you were taught that God is everywhere
and in everything; the divine means which

the Father has in order to communicate with
His worlds, is infinite; for nothing in Him has
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any limits; the Father chooses in His divine
free will, the means of communication that

he wants; just as you do on Earth; the Father
has free will and the children have free will;

what is up above is the same as down below;

what the children have, the Father has in

an infinite degree; and what you are going

to have in the future, the Father already
has it; for the Father is first in everything
imagined; the Revelation shall get extended
through this world, for thus it is written in

the Father’s Scriptures; The Doctrine of the

Lamb of God is the materialization of the
Apocalypse; and with it a new state of things
is initiated in this world; everything that was
not guided by the Father’s Scriptures; the
own life system falls, based on gold; every

tree that was not planted by the divine Father
falls; everything that is strange to His divine
mandate falls; what is not of the Father, is
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satan’s; for one cannot serve two masters;
one cannot serve two truths; for one of them
is false; there is one God only; an infinite
and perfect Father, He does not confuse nor
divide his children; your determinations in

the human laws have divided you; for you
did not guide your free wills through the way
of the Father’s Scriptures; each act of yours

is impregnated with a strange morality; a

morality that is not known in the Kingdom of
Heavens; in the Father’s Kingdom one knows
laws that came out of the Father; one does
not know laws of children who had to fulfill

the laws of the Father on remote planets; this
is to do things opposite to the Father’s will;

everything that is opposite to the Father’s
will, does not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; and it is called arrogance; I verily say
unto you that all the history of this world,

constitutes an arrogance turned into history;
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and no protagonist of this history shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely
for one who did not get to know a strange
history to enter the Father’s Kingdom, than

for one who got to know it and lived it; I
verily say unto you that when millions and

millions of dead are resurrected from your
tombs, you shall understand the falseness
of your history; for none of them was able

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for all got

to know and lived the strange life system
based on gold and self-interest; behold the
meaning of every Scripture that came out of

the Father; everything had as an objective, to
make you see that you were living a life sys-

tem, contrary to the own morality of the own
Scriptures; for being God everywhere and in

everything, He is also in every custom; your

Father contemplates your customs in their
entire development; being these good or bad;
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I verily say unto you that every false history
is so, when it does not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; for it does not become eternal;
what came out of the Kingdom, must enter
intact as far as innocence is concerned; for

nothing that is divided enters the Kingdom

again; only satan divides and he divides

himself; he was the only one who tried to
divide the Father’s angels; many of which
requested to know lives in many worlds of

the light; behold a divine Revelation that
shall make millions of this world shudder;

for millions of this world belonged to the
legions of satan; millions bring to the world

philosophies and thoughts that divide the
world through generations; among them is
the capitalist life system; these spirits bring

in their individualities the germ of division;

they divide and do not take into account

the equality taught by the Father; behold
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the blinds leading other blinds; who transmit selfishness to their children; there is no

greater selfishness than ignoring by one’s
own free will, the Scriptures and Mandates
of the Father; when the capitalists consti-

tute a life system, and they do not consider
the Father’s teachings, became the greatest
selfish beings of the universe; they only con-

sidered the laws of gold; a gold that was created by the same God who created them; a

gold that in the divine presence of the Father,
becomes living; and renders account to the

Father as every spirit renders it; behold the

spirit and greediness see each other before

the Father; for everything that was imagined

came out of the Father; behold the shame
awaiting for you, spirits who came out of
satan’s legions; a shame that no human psy-

chology could explain; for every psychology

of this world, is also trialed by the divine
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psychology of the Father; matter and spirit

are trialed by the Creator of everything; I
verily say unto you that no psychologist of
this world shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; for they were not psychologists of the

Father’s Scriptures, above everything from
this world; it is more likely for one who did

not know how to read nor write to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, than for the most illus-

trated one of this world; for having a greater

knowledge, he did not search for the Father;
it was written: He who searches, shall find;

those who had more illustration, should have
searched for the Father, with greater reason;
for one requests knowledge and wisdom in

the Kingdom of Heavens in order to be the

first in praising the knowledge that came out
of the Father; he who did not do it, did not
fulfill the law.-
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ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

DIVINE CELESTIAL COMMUNISM; THE
PHILOSOPHICAL STRUGGLE OF EACH
THINKING CREATURE; THE DOCTRINE
OF THE LAMB OF GOD, IS THE BRIDGE
BETWEEN THE SCRIPTURES AND THE
TERRESTRIAL COMMUNISM.Yes little son; communism is the fruit of the
divine parable that says: Thou shalt earn thy

bread on the sweat of thy face; for there is

no human philosophy, that has not cost a
struggle; philosophies have their attribute

and quality like the ideas; philosophy and
hierarchy; I verily say unto you that the philosophy that gets closer to the Father’ par-

able, is the one that remains reigning in the
world; among all the philosophies that men
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have given to themselves, in order to govern

themselves through the centuries, Father
Jehovah leaves the one that suffered the

most; the most persecuted one; the most
despised; the one that has cost more tears;
the one that has undergone greater persecu-

tions; by which more blood has been shed;
He chooses the so-called earthly commu-

nism; I verily say unto you that there is no

philosophy that contains more faith than
communism; behold a replica of the philoso-

phy that reigns in the Kingdom of Heavens;
in the Macrocosm called Kingdom of Heavens, exists the celestial communism, with a

philosophy of a child; what is up above is the
same as down below; each creature requests

his own living philosophy in the Kingdom of
Heavens; the philosophies that the human
creatures requested were philosophies of tri-

als; for every spirit is trialed in life; the
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attribute and quality of every human life is
unknown in the Macrocosm; it was written:

From dust you are and to dust you shall
return; it means: From the microscopic you

are and to the microscopic you return; for
every spirit is born again; he has infinite existences again, and he returns to his micro-

scopic dimensions; in each existence the
spirit learns a new philosophy; a new knowl-

edge; a new salt of life; in each existence the
spirit gets to know Holy Scriptures; for no

one is disinherited in any existence; men’s

communism, being imperfect, represents the
greatest philosophy of the humble; all those

who lived and got to know injustice on Earth,
end up adhering to communism; I verily say

unto you that it is more likely for one who

fought against the demon of gold to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who

did not fight; every spiritual merit is
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harvested by those who confront a problem;

and not by those who do not face it; the latter

ones are easy-attitude ones; my First-born

Son was the First Revolutionary of this world;
he brought the philosophy of love; he gave

his life for it; many have imitated him in their
own philosophical struggles; I verily say unto
you that only the philosophy that defended

my humble shall remain; was this world not
taught that every humble is first before the
Creator? Also those who defended them are

too; the award becomes extensive to those

who defended the Father’s cause? A divine
cause that has been happening from world

to world; for what is of God has neither a
beginning nor an end; your communism even
though it does not recognize an Author of

the Universe, it recognizes the rights of every
oppressed one, to get united and confront
the exploitative demon; I verily say unto you
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that the communist philosophy shall reign
in this world; but, none of them shall enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; for you precisely

do not want to recognize the Creator of your
lives; he who denies the Father, does not see

the Father; His justice is perfect; just as you

act, you receive; among all the philosophies

that this world has known, the one that
defended my humble, is closer to the King-

dom of Heavens; for its psychology is closer
to the Father’s desires; he who by his own

intention is closer, the Father also draws him

closer to the award; I verily say unto you that
there is no greater award than what those
who struggled in life shall receive; no easy-

attitude one shall enjoy such an award; for

every rich and every powerful one of this
world, have already enjoyed their award; thus
they requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold the poorly evolved spirits; who do not
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know how to distinguish between the eternal
award and the temporary award; for no rich
nor any easy-attitude one shall be rejuve-

nated to a child; they shall not enjoy the res-

urrection of the flesh; for they preferred the

pleasures and comfort of the world; that is

why they shall be called mundane spirits; the
highest expression of the mundane, is con-

stituted by the so-called high society; a world
of hypocrisy and falseness; one of the trees

that the divine Father did not plant; and it
shall be pulled out from its roots from the

human evolution; this living immorality is
not of the Father’s Scriptures; it is a product
of the demon of gold; a product of a cor-

rupted life system; which is not of the
Father’s Scriptures either; this life system
came out of the science of good; of the power
that money gives; the greatest mundane
people are the kings, bankers, the pawn
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brokers, the financers, the capitalists; and all
those who one way or the other have to do

with the exploitation of the needs of others;

I verily say unto you that it is more likely for

one who was exploited to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for one who exploited; the
earthly communism fulfills what was promised in the Kingdom of Heavens; to struggle

with all one’s might, against the demon of
gold; represented by the capitalist life sys-

tem; every capitalist or trader of the neces-

sities of others, have no God; ambition and
exploitation are not of the Father; they are

of satan’s spirits; they are spirits who came

out of the demon’s legion; just as the damned
one divided my angels up above, thus his
followers divided my children down below,
in rich and poor; only satan divides and he

divides himself; so that no one enters the
Kingdom; for no divided spirit shall enter the
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Kingdom of Heavens; everyone promised
Father Jehovah to return to the Kingdom

with the same innocence with which they
came out; when the spirits of ambition cre-

ated the so-called capitalism, they frustrated
the entire humanity; for they divided them

generation after generation; behold the

weeping and gnashing of teeth of this world;

it would have been better for you not to have
lived the life system based on gold; for if you
had not known it, you would have entered
the Father’s Kingdom; behold your demon

on Earth; behold the beast; he built your
hopes up with comfort and a false concept

of freedom; every freedom that does not take
the Father into account, stops being freedom;
it turns into violation; I verily say unto you
that all those who have spoken about free-

dom in this world, none of them has entered

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for
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one who in his concepts of freedom exalted

the Father to enter the Kingdom, than for
one who did not exalt Him; communism

exalts work, but it does not exalt its Creator;

he who denies the infinity to a Creator, denies
himself; for the living infinity shall also deny
him; I verily say unto you that you can keep

being communists all eternity; but if you

deny the Creator who gave you life, you shall
never see Him; in order to see the Father, one

must not negate Him; it is more likely for
one who believed in Him, to be able to see
Him, than for one who did not believe in
Him; for even the most microscopic effort is

awarded by the Father; I verily say unto you

that Father Jehovah does not beg anyone; but

He gives an opportunity to everyone; he who
denies Him fulfills his law; the great believers
of the Father were in other existences, great
deniers; for every spirit is born again; what
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he affirmed in one existence, he denies in
another; and what he denied in another, he
affirms it in the next one; for all the exis-

tences of a spirit are eternally relative; and

parallel to their evolution; I verily say unto
you that the children of communism, shall
end up recognizing the existence of a Cre-

ator; this shall happen when they see the
First-born Solar Son Christ levitating and
working over the terrestrial nature; the skep-

tical being needs proofs; the poorly evolved;
whining and shame shall be theirs; for they

unknowingly denied what there was beyond

Earth; it would have been better for them to

have been mute; before denying what has
always existed; the same always happen in

all the imperfect worlds; for what is of the

Father is not reduced to just one world; being
the universe infinite, the events are also infi-

nite; what happens in one world, takes place
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in others as well; one shall never be able to

count those others; the events are not unique
in the sense of being unique; no one is

unique; for there is not just one sole life;
there are so many lives as molehills are con-

tained in a desert; only the Father is unique;
for no one can be compared to Him; I verily
say unto you that he who praised the Father

on Earth, can visit the Kingdom of Heavens;
for if you are thankful, the Father is not less;

what is up above is the same as down below;
every thankfulness came out of the Father;

and it returns to the Father; all the doctrines
that you exercised on Earth, are waiting for
you in the Kingdom of Heavens; every think-

ing philosophy, is as living as the own spirit;
for all are the same before God; matter and

spirit; each one in their respective laws;
behold the supreme concept of all the phi-

losophies; none of them is less before the
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Father; for all came out of the Father; the
Father chooses the one that has greater spiri-

tual merit; the one that gets closer to His
mandates; for there is no greater compla-

cency for the Creator, when His creations try
to please Him; I verily say unto you that one
cannot please the Father, when the thought
got away from His divine mandates; one can-

not serve two masters, by thinking that he

is serving just one; this world served another
master by not considering the Father’s Scrip-

tures in its life system; they served another

master; for all is living; behold your fall; you
promised in the Kingdom of Heavens to
serve one sole Master; the Master of Masters;

the living God; Father Jehovah; the I Am
What I Am; for many call Me in different
ways; I verily say unto you that every phi-

losophy that did not come out of the Holy

Scriptures of the Father, it accuses its
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creators; up to its last letter; I verily say unto

you that to create philosophies out of the
Scriptures, is to create living tragedies; of
which you shall have to render account; that

is the fruit of violation; out of the Scriptures,
only the tragedy of division exists; only the

demon is out of the Scriptures; who appeared
in this world in the form of life system, divid-

ing you in rich and poor; behold the demon

of this world; and there is no other; I verily
say unto you that only tragedy you shall har-

vest; for no one escaped its damned influ-

ence; none of you shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; communism and its followers

are also getting tempted; it was written: May
the left be aware of what the right does; it
means: May the humble and meek at heart
be aware of the immoralities of those who

defend gold; for they are of a strange morality; be aware children of work; be aware of
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not making any alliances with the sustainers
of gold; for none of those who made alliances

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; Woe
betide those who advertised the exploiters
of my humble! They were blinds for being

easy-attitude; no easy-attitude one shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for all of you
with no exception promised to fight against

the demon that divides the spirit; Woe betide

you, politicians of the world!! Just as you
divided the world, likewise shall be done
with you; you shall be divided between light

and darkness; your so-called political parties
are not of the Father’s Scriptures; who is
your god then? The Father does not divide

his children; for only satan divides; the
Father’s Commandments divide no one; why
then do you divide? You did the opposite of

what was promised to the Father; no one

promised to divide anyone; for all of you
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knew that it was written in the Kingdom of

Heavens: Do not do to others what you
would not like others to do to you; because
of you politicians of the world, millions and

millions of my children have not entered nor
shall they enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
they got to know division in all their ideas;

they and their inheritance shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; only the doctrine that

defended the oppressed and the poor, is great
in the Kingdom of Heavens; may the power

and blessing be to it; behold a prophesy that
shall shudder the powers of this world; all

the nations that were exploited shall form
one sole power; the greatest that has ever
existed; and there shall not be another alike;
for every humble is first; all those who were

called underdeveloped is first in the events

of this world; behold the divine complement

to this divine parable; in order to become
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first one had to undergo suffering; and to
have known how to undergo it; every long-

suffering being shall be consoled; for thus

they requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens;
and every violator of the Father’s law, shall

be punished; for thus they also requested it;

I verily say unto you that everything is
requested in the place where one was cre-

ated; every request becomes life and sensa-

tion; every doctrine was requested by the
creature; many were shown the inconve-

niences and the consequences that doctrines
that forget the Father’s mandates carry; but
the spirits insist in knowing and experienc-

ing, what they have never known and experienced; such is the free will in the Kingdom
of Heavens; nothing is negated; but respon-

sibility falls on everyone; no one mandates
himself; only satan defends licentiousness; I

verily say unto you that all those who taught
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doctrines or political parties, none of them

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is

more likely for one who did not divide to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one

who divided; only those who defend the
humble, divide no one; for it was mandated
to be humble; every philosophy that did not

defend the humbles’ rights, made war against
the Father; for every humble came out of the
Father; he who is against the Father, is not

of the Father; by your acts you shall recognize
yourselves if you are of the Father; the Scrip-

tures of the Father were given to you so that

you would make of them the Alpha and

Omega of life; so that you would make of

them your own life system; so that you would
make of them the above everything; I verily
say unto you that satan divided and deluded

you; and he drew you away from the Scrip-

tures; it was your struggle not to let
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yourselves be deluded by the illusions of life;
you are in a world of trials; it was your duty
to take care of your rights to what is of the

Father; which are the rights in order to enter
His eternity; what award can the illusions of

life give? If they have no knowledge? What
virtue can one have if he is fascinated with

the ephemeral? I verily say unto you that all

those who struggled for material things of
life, none of them shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; nor has any entered; the eternal

happiness is achieved by fulfilling the Father’s

mandates; not forgetting what is of the
Father; all those who have passed through

this world, none of them has entered the
Kingdom of Heavens; they have only advanced
in what is mundane and not in what is spiri-

tual; when each creature violates the Father’s
law, he is drawn away from the Kingdom of

Heavens; for his innocence stops being what
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it was in the Father’s Kingdom; I verily say

unto you that you requested in the Kingdom,
something difficult to fulfill in this world;

you requested to keep the same innocence
of a child, through life; not stopping from
being a child a single second; in your char-

acter; for you saw in the Kingdom that the

Father and the solar virtues, are joyful like a

child; in the Kingdom of Heavens every
degree of selfishness is unknown; joy is the
only philosophy; any other one is unknown;

that is why it was written for you, the adults:
Let the children come to Me, for theirs is the
Kingdom of Heavens; for it is more likely for
a child to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for an adult; the child is closer to the

innocence with which one came out of the

Kingdom; the so-called adult sullied his
innocence by living a shameful life system,

based on ambition; it is just necessary to
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know satan by name, and one does not enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for
one who never heard the word capitalism to
enter the Kingdom, than for one who heard

it and lived it; for he made a mental, spiritual
and material covenant, with a violation to
the law of the Father; whereas a child lives
the innocence proper of his infantile indi-

viduality; I verily say unto you that with the

life system that a group of ambitious demons
gave to you, it is impossible for you to keep

the innocence throughout life; for one cannot

serve two masters; either one serves the
morality of God by keeping the innocence,

or one serves the morality of money; this
latter one creates in the creature a strange

morality; for the Commandments of the
Father say nothing about money; no one is
taught to be rich; for wealth does not lead

one to the Kingdom of Heavens; therefore,
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every rich is rich by spiritual arrogance; for

every rich as the rest of the creatures of this
world, promised in the Kingdom, that what

is of the Father was above everything; above

every philosophy of human conception;
behold every rich is undeserving to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for he broke his own
promise; it is more likely for a poor one to

enter the Kingdom, than for one who was
rich; poverty is a product of the human injus-

tice; by impoverishing many, a few rich were

born; every rich shall remain in the greatest
poverty; for they requested to be measured

with the same rod with which they measured
others; they shall live poverty just as they
provoked it on others; nations and individu-

als; Father Jehovah is a fair Father; He gives
and takes away; according to the children

requests; the rich requested it to be taken
away from them, in case of causing harm to
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others; that is why it was written: Do not do

to others what you would not like them to
do to you; the so-called rich would not like

others to impoverish them; but the blinds do
not see that because of them, there are mil-

lions of poor; I verily say unto you blind rich
that you shall be persecuted as one perse-

cutes a criminal; and they shall flee from you
as one flees from the pest; the most terrible

isolation shall fall on you; for it was written:

Every humble shall be glorified; and every
rich despised; blind rich; who do not enter

the Father’s Kingdom, and who do not let

others enter; all those who imitated you,
none shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

your inheritance is a damned inheritance; for
such inheritance does not enter the King-

dom; your philosophy of ambition of having

more than others, is a pharaonic inheritance;
it comes out of a past of the Earth; and every
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creature of that past still does not enter the
Father’s Kingdom; I verily say unto you that

the pain and injustice of this world came out
of the damned pharaonic era; the parents of

the exploitative materialism came out of this
era; the demon was born from this era; the

pharaonic serpent; the same serpent that
deceived your terrestrial parents; the same

one that remained on Earth in order to divide

the Father’s children in rich and poor; for the
serpent knew that no divided child enters the

Kingdom of Heavens; rich of the world!! You
are spirits of the pharaonic era; for every
spirit is born again; reincarnates again; for

one has to be born again infinite times, in
order to see the elevated Kingdoms of God;

only with knowledge one understands the
Father; one sole existence is not enough to
understand His greatness; for what is of the
Father has neither a beginning nor an end;
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even if you are being born to new existences

through all eternity, you shall never arrive
into any limit, in the Father’s Glory; I verily

say unto you that he who believed in the
eternal succession of the existences, shall

have infinite existences at his disposition; he

who denied them, shall have none; in the
living universe of the Father, everything that
is denied, turns into life before God; being

this matter or spirit; for all are equal in rights

before the Father; matter has as much right
in its laws as the spirit has it in his; nothing

is impossible for the One who has created
everything; I verily say unto you that every

violation, whichever it may be, is judged with
the participation of the everything; in the
judgment matter and spirit participate; for
you are both things; and in both there are

microcosms; from matter, pores, cells, atoms,
hair, excrement, blood and all what your
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physical body has participated; and from the
spirit the 318 virtues of your thinking par-

ticipate; all the ideas that you generated in

life; nothing, absolutely nothing that you had
in life, remains out of judgment; even noth-

ingness has got its rights before the Father;

for having Him created everything, He also

created nothingness; I verily say unto you
that a violator of his own mandates, which
he requested in order to fulfill them, has got

trillions of accusers; which got united to the

spirit when this requested to know and trial

certain kind of life; these trillions of creatures
that get united to a spirit, are called Ark of

Covenants; the Ark of Covenants is the own

reincarnation of a spirit; it is the own being
born again; behold the law of the beginning;

the form, characteristics, and who participate
in the creation of a life; for no one makes
himself alone; there is a living mandate in
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everyone; for everything came out of a living

God; everything returns to the same place

where they came out of; the places where one
comes out of are infinite due to their number;
no one shall ever be able to count them; for

the Father is everywhere; and where the
Father is, He is a Life who creates other lives;
the forms of creating of the Father are infi-

nite; and no one shall be able to count them;

I verily say unto you that all those who

believed that they were defending a fair cause
on Earth, Father Jehovah asks them: What
you defended exalted the Father above every-

thing? What you defended, did you do it for

the humble? What you defended, did it exalt

the Father’s Scriptures? I verily say unto you
that if in what you defended on Earth, you
did not consider in any way what was of the

Father, it would have been better for you not

to have defended; for nobody shall defend
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you in the judgment; you yourselves human

spirits, promised the Father, to defend Him

on Earth above everything; and thus it
remained written in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; no one promised the Father to defend

neither wealth nor strange things to His

Commandments; I see little son that you are
thinking about the problems of your flock
Chile; So it is divine Father Jehovah, I think
by your divine grace, about ignorant crea-

tures; who being poor and exploited help

those who have everything; So it is little son;
it is charity to the demon; this kind of charity

is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for
he who is being helped has got a strange
morality; I know little son that you are think-

ing about the ambitious; about the so-called
owners of trucks; So it is divine Father Jeho-

vah; what a shame divine Father!! They have
everything and they still complain, as if they
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had nothing; so it is little son; it is the ambition that took these demons as prey; I verily

say unto you, little son, that none of these
immoral beings shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; it is more likely for one who did
not have a vehicle to enter the Kingdom of

Heavens, than for one who had; for every-

thing that one had in this immoral life sys-

tem, one had it by violating the Father’s law;
the Father did not teach that one had more

than another; for all are equal in rights before
God; I verily say unto you that had more than

was mandated; everything shall be taken
away from you; thus you requested it in the

Kingdom of Heavens; and every request is

fulfilled; because of you ambitious beings,
this world never found its justice; and you

must pay up to the last molecule of flesh that

every physical body felt; I verily say unto you
that you requested to pay your error an eye
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for an eye and a tooth for a tooth; and thus
shall it be done; nothing shall remain from
you, ambitious of the world; for every tree

that the divine Father did not plant, shall be

pulled out from its roots from the human
evolution; your disappearance ambitious of

the world, shall mark the happiest epoch that
has ever been known by this dwelling; you
were and are, the demon in human form;
who lashed this world for centuries; you are
the yoke of the world; your damned philoso-

phy of ambition, has tragedy and the weeping
and gnashing of teeth as an inheritance; none
of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

neither your imitators nor your children; no
inheritance up to the fourth generation; for

only the clean at heart enter the Father’s
Kingdom; those who lived according to the

Scriptures, and not according to men; I verily
say unto you that all those who lived
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according to men, who lived by what the
people would say, none of them shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for all those who
pronounced what people would say, are back-

ward spirits; ignorant; who only think accord-

ing to the interests of the present; it is enough
to think about what people would say, and

one does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

the term: What would they say, is not known
in the Kingdom of Heavens; for all those who

have pronounced them in remote and infinite
worlds, not a single one of them has entered
nor shall they ever enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; and millions of you have fallen into
the same thing in other existences; I verily
say unto you that selfishness within selfish-

ness, draws you more and more away from

the Kingdom of Heavens; instant by instant;
second by second; for you are living at every

instant, a life system that did not come out
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of the Father’s mandates; at every instant
you propagate future seeds of darkness for
you; for each one makes his future heaven; I
verily say unto you that when your under-

standing gets to comprehend the Doctrine
of the Lamb of God, you shall all be fright-

ened; for you shall be violating the law of

God up to the last second; this is due to what
you believed as being unimportant, it is to

the Father; your error lies on forgetting that
all are equal in rights, before God; you never

understood the term everything, coming

from God has neither a beginning nor an end;
the instants, the seconds, the microbes, all

that you do not see but exist, have the same

rights as you have; the term everything was
belittled by your own selves; the illusion of
life reduced in you the Father’s infinite con-

cept; the ephemeral nestled in your minds;

what does not come from a present; the same
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inheritance that characterizes the so-called

capitalists, influenced in you; they the greater
blinds; and you the minor blinds; for you
were influenced by blinds of greater hierar-

chy; by those who created your tragedy;
which is not entering the Kingdom of Heav-

ens, for living in violation of life system; I
verily say unto you that satan alternated with
you; for being your own way of living a viola-

tion, it is the own satan; I verily say unto you
that your own indifference towards the
Father’s Scriptures, made your weeping and

gnashing of teeth more painful; behold the

falseness that characterized the so-called
christian world; there is everything in the
Lord’s vineyard; there are true and false
beings; the false christians are those who
never studied the content of the Scriptures,

as it was mandated; they are the christians
by mouth; but not of illustration; I verily say
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unto you that no false being of this world,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the so-

called christian world shall be accused in the
Kingdom of Heavens by their own virtues;

by their own thinking; by their own ideas;

for playing with them; for making them false;
behold the work of the religious rock; the
work of the greatest selfish beings that have

passed through this world; behold the work

of satan; for he divided you in many beliefs,
being there one God only; they confused the

world of faith; religious of the world!! Be
ready for what is coming to you; every harm
as microscopic as it may be, must be paid;

what you did with this world, you did it in

others; remote humanities got to know your

damned division; humanities who because
of you did not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

in remote worlds you left despair and the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; you filled
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these worlds with temples and monuments;
you taught in them the material adoration;

the adoration that never pleased the Father;

for the children do not attain anything in

spirituality; all the contrary, they fall behind;

they fall into opposing feelings; they become
hypocritical and false; just as the so-called

christian world became; I verily say unto you
demons of hypocrisy and falseness, that you

are the false prophets of my Scriptures; thus

shall the world call you; for you requested

the Father that every error and falseness that
you provoked in others, fell on you; this is
with the rod you measured, you shall be mea-

sured; behold why the Father told you, cen-

turies ago: Upon this rock I shall build my
Church; I wanted to say to you: Upon this

rock of human selfishness; you fell into the
intellectual selfishness; the most terrible of

selfishness; you believed of yourselves as
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being unique in the truth; how will you
explain the world the rejection you gave my

humble Emissary? Where is the humility
which you talked so much about for centu-

ries? False of false beings!! Your humility is
not the true one; the true humility does not

need temples nor thrones; nor does it need

to be confessed; for woe betide those who

enquire the intimacies of the free will; it
would have been better for them not to have
been born in this world; not even the Creator
does what you do hypocritical demons; I ver-

ily say unto you that you shall have to cry

out your sins before everyone; thus you

requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; you
requested a universal judgment; a judgment

in the presence of everyone; just as it is done
in the Kingdom of Heavens; where nothing

is hidden; woe betide those who created
occultism in this world! Thus shall the
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Kingdom of Heavens be occulted to them; I

verily say unto you religious of the world,
that the final judgment starts from you; for

thus you requested it in the Kingdom of
Heavens; you requested to be the first in the
Word of God, and the first to be judged; but
you did not teach the Father’s Word, accord-

ing to the Father’s Scriptures; you taught
what is of the Father according to your com-

fort and material interests; you made a cov-

enant with the immoral life system; a

corrupted life system; whose characteristic
was the so-called rich; knowing you religious
demons that no rich enters the Kingdom of

Heavens; you shall run the same fate as
theirs; you shall be accused in the Kingdom

of Heavens, of complicity with the demons

of gold; of intriguing and corrupting the

innocence of a world; it would have been
better for you not to have been religious in
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life; for the world would not be against you;
no one would accuse you; I verily say unto

you, children of the world that your blind

guides, have you in a backwardness of twenty
centuries; in the moral and spiritual level;
you are being led by the most backward of

the human evolution; since for the Father,
the humble are the first; and between the

true humble and the so-called religious,
there is an infinite difference; the humble
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the religious
do not enter; I verily say unto you that it is
more likely for one who did not get to know
religion to enter the Kingdom, than for one
who got to know it; he who did not get to

know religion did not get divided; he got to
know it did get divided; only satan divides

himself, and he divides others; for no divided
spirit shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

every divided being is influenced by a strange
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morality; alien to the morality of the Father’s
Scriptures; so it is that the entire christian

world has got a strange morality; whose

cause is in the false interpretation of the
Scriptures; I verily say unto you that no false

one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold the greatest deceit of this world; this
deceit is so immense that no creature of this

world shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
what is worthy in the Kingdom is the meticu-

lous fulfillment of the Father’s divine man-

dates; the rest is a strange morality; the
entire human organization should have come
out of the Father’s Scriptures; the own life
system; you promised the Father to make of

life the own Scriptures; above everything;
and you did the opposite; the Father’s Scrip-

tures are the most forgotten ones; likewise
shall they forget about you in the Kingdom
of Heavens; I verily say unto you that in all
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the worlds the same tragedy takes place,
when their creatures draw away from the

Father’s Scriptures; I verily say unto you that
the interpretation of the Father’s Scriptures

is not in what is material; it is in the indi-

viduality and its inclinations; the Father’s
interpretation of the Scriptures should have

never been material; for the spiritual actions

are the eternal ones; the ones that lead to the
Kingdom of Heavens; what is material is

ephemeral and contemplative; intelligence
stops; it does not have a creative expansion;
I verily say unto you, that your material ado-

ration has drawn away every child that has
passed through this world, from the King-

dom of Heavens; for they were influenced by
a false concept, which they should not have

had; behold your fault false prophets of my

Scriptures; because of your ignorance this
world did not live exalting the Father above
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everything; they lived in prudery; because of
you ignorant beings of the rock, this world

does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no

thinking that did not think according to the

psychology of the Father’s Scriptures, has
entered the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
term: Above everything, includes: above
every thinking; above every strange psychol-

ogy; and I verily say unto you that to teach
my Scriptures according to the human com-

fort and selfishness, creates a false morality

and a strange morality; what is taught in

falseness does not agree with what was
promised in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold

the drama that you caused in every spirit who
followed you in life; each believer was divided
between what they promised and what you
taught them; what was promised in the King-

dom of Heavens was made into an eternal
law; this eternal law is written in the Solar
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Books; and in the terrestrial Scriptures; you

by falsifying the true interpretation of the
Scriptures, falsified the real concept of eter-

nity in millions of minds; it is your immoral
way of interpreting it what made no one of

this world enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
one enters the Kingdom with the most ele-

vated concept of morality, that the mind can
imagine; and you religious demons, did not

know to give the world the most elevated

morality that one can imagine; I verily say
unto you that you did not want to attack the

demon, from the beginning; you accepted
from the beginning the life system based on

gold; behold your covenant with the demon;

one cannot serve two masters; either one
serves the living God according to his Scriptures, or one serves the god of gold, accord-

ing to its darkness; and you blinds served

both; I verily say unto you that you shall have
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to cry out your sin before the world; for only
satan divides; I verily say unto you that the

world never saw nor shall they ever see such
an event; you were the own satan!! Behold

even satan is trialed by the Father; I verily

say unto you, damned traders of the faith,

that when you disappear from this world,
this world shall enter the happiest era of its

history; for it shall not be divided; the world
that was trialed would have passed; the mate-

rialistic world; the Alpha or beginning world;

you never realized it religious beings of the

world; throughout life, you only saw the
mote in someone’s eye, and did not see the
rafter in your own; you were selfish and as

hard as a rock up to the last instant of the

time of your trials; behold why he Creator

immortalized the divine term: Upon this rock
I shall build my Church; it was said before

the actors of the human selfishness were
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born; for every divine expression that comes

out of the Father is prophetic; for having Him
created everything, He also created the
future; I put your fall in the own Scriptures;
and many of you false prophets, sensed this

truth; but you remained silent; so much the
worse for the poorly honest; for you helped

to sink others; I verily say unto you that it
would have been better for you not to have

requested being religious as a trial; for you

shall be the most hated of this world; for you
provoked in everyone the worst tragedy of
the spirit; to know that one shall not enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; behold a law of life;
those who were great in power in this life,

pass to be the despised ones; for the final
judgment, the living Word of the Father,
opens all the understandings; for being Him
everywhere, He is in every mind; I verily say

unto you great ones of the world, that the
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weeping and gnashing of teeth starts for you;
for there should have never been any power-

ful one in this world; for it was taught that

all are equal before God; every greatness of
this world, shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for one who was

humble to enter the Kingdom, than for one

who exalted himself; I verily say unto you
that according to how one lived in life, thus
shall be your award; for everything has a hierarchy in the universe; and all are living in

their laws; all without exception have man-

dates to fulfill; yours was and is to have been
humble above everything; who was so with
your scandalous life system? Who could be

humble, if they tempted you with gold? Who
could be humble, if your own parents gave
you the bad example? Who could keep inno-

cence if your own parents legalized scandal?
And they made others call them christians!!
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I verily say unto you that your children shall
curse you, and every parent shall curse their

parents; for a mandate was given to you
which came out of the Creator, and you did
not fulfill it; you fulfilled mandates of men;
unknown mandates in the Kingdom of the

Father; I verily say unto you that eternity
does not come out from them; for the earthly
humanity is a microscopic hierarchy; those

who expected everything from men, do not
expect anything from the Father; Father Jeho-

vah is a Zealous God of his laws; I verily say

unto you that all those who broke their
promises made to the Father, that only the
Father was above everything, shall not enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; for they cannot
show themselves as models of obedience,

before the world virtues; they would call
them demons of disobedience; in the King-

dom any violation to the law of love, is called
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demoniac love; even if that violation is the
most microscopic that your mind can imagine; evil is unknown in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; and if you entered the Father’s Kingdom,

infinite innocences would read your mind;
and they would see in you darkness of dis-

obedience; and you would become disturbers
of the mental peace and tranquility in other

beings; behold the inheritance that was given
to you by those who created your self-inter-

ested life system; because of them you shall

have to continue out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; you should keep being born on

planets of flesh; behold the law for those who
do not fulfill; behold that you are one of the

infinite worlds that wander through the
spaces, paying debts of very remote pasts; of

births that have already passed; for other
demons also deceived you; there have been

satans in all generations; there is no
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generation that has not been divided and

drawn away from the truth of the Scriptures;
and none of them has been able to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you

that only those who thought about the rest,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no one
who thought for himself enters; those who

gave their lives so that others were happier,
theirs is the Kingdom of Heavens; the poor,

the persecuted, the humble, the exploited
are awarded; for the Father awards him who
has known how to carry his cross; and more
awarded is the one who never had anything;

he who expected everything from the Father;
every patience receives its award; I verily say
unto you that he who had nothing, shall have
everything; including the physical eternity;
to become a boy or a girl again; the resurrec-

tion of their flesh; for a First-born Son can

do everything; who is first in everything that
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your mind can imagine; behold a Revelation
that was announced to you, with many cen-

turies of anticipation; but, just a few believed;
for just a few searched; just a few deepened
into the Father’s Scriptures; he who did not

believe, shall not receive anything; precisely

for he did not believe; only he who believed,

shall receive according to how much he
believed; behold a justice in which you your-

selves were the accused and the judge; for
you shall receive according to your acts; you
will have to arm yourselves with all that you

made in life; behold the Armageddon; which
means people who get armed; the Armageddon is each one’s judgment; second by sec-

ond, instant by instant, molecule by molecule,
virtue by virtue, idea by idea; for thus you
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; all

that you are in body and mind, you requested
it; there is nothing in you that has not been
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requested; the judgment of the Lamb of God

starts with those who exalted themselves the
most in this world; with those who made all
the opposite, according to the Father’s Com-

mandments; Who did not mandate anyone
to exalt himself; He mandated everyone to
be humble above everything; behold a weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; for the truth comes
by surprise; it depended on you not to let
yourselves be surprised; for it is part of the

trials of life; you requested surprise in all the
things of life; including the coming of your

final judgment; for everything becomes a
reality in life; it was your turn down here;
others up above.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THOSE WHO GOT UP EARLY BECAUSE
OF THEIR WORK, ARE FIRST IN THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; WORK IS THE
ONLY PHILOSOPHY THAT LEADS TO THE
KINGDOM; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE
WHO WAS A WORKER TO ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE
WHO WAS A KING OR MILLIONAIRE.Yes little son; the philosophy of work occu-

pies the first place in the celestial points; for

work is the Father’s philosophy; this divine

philosophy of the Creator of the Universe,
was expressed to the world when Father
Jehovah said: Thou shalt earn thy bread on

the sweat of thy face; everything that costs

the spirit is the first before the Father; I verily
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say unto you that those who avoided work
so to make money work, shall not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; for the divine mandate

of the Father was not fulfilled; those who
were Kings or millionaires shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for a

camel to pass through a needle’s eye that for a
rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
the cause why the humble and exploited are
the first in the celestials points; for having

turned their own lives into work, the attained
points are enormous; every worker must
add all the seconds gone by in their lives

of work; but, since matter and spirit have

attribute and quality, there are hierarchies in
the diverse jobs of the world; the humbler a

job was, the more elevated is its hierarchy;
and greater are its attained points; so it is,
for example: If a worker spent his life mak-

ing excavations, every little molehill that he
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removed, represents an attained point for
him; the worker or any child who built his

own house, each built molecule represents
a little point attained; I verily say unto you

that the number that this represents, escapes

the human calculation; every collective work
which others took advantage of, must multi-

ply each little point by three, each molecule,

each molehill; so it is that every garbage col-

lector, chimney cleaner, floor polisher, home
painters, plumbers, radio and TV repairers,
telephone and refrigerator repairers, build-

ing demolishing worker, have got the highest

points attained; all of them must multiply
by three each attained little point; I verily

say unto you that every rich or king, shall
envy every humble; for every humble and
exploited one, has got his eternity attained;

the points are multiplied to all the virtues
of the spirit; when the spirit has worked in
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good; for all of them participate in each idea,
in each action carried out by the spirit; they

are as expansive as the own universe; there is
no private virtue in the spirit; all the virtues

requested unification and the equality taught
by the Father, in the Kingdom of Heavens;
the fact that all are equal before God, rep-

resents the Universal Communism; this
law that came out of the Father, was never

understood by the licentious spirits; who
only speak about freedom in order to follow
gold and its vices; behold the cause of every

struggle in this world, while the spirits who
make others called them free, do not over-

come the complex that they have in respect
to gold, this world shall never have justice

and equality; the life system based on gold,

called capitalism has always impeded the

unification and justice in this world; for they
have got the complex of self-interest based
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on shrewdness; they act just as satan acted

with Adam and Eve; he who used shrewdness
towards the brethren in the trials of life, shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; shrewd-

ness is not a tree planted by the Father; and
it shall be uprooted from the human cus-

toms; I verily say unto you that every early
riser of his work, has also got points mul-

tiplied by three; a baker has got one little
point for each molecule of worked flour; and

since bread is food for everyone, they have

got points multiplied by three; behold one
of the elevated points in humanity; work is
the universal philosophy of the Father; the

first and the last; all the other philosophies

of this world are temporary; which requested
to be trialed in the spirits; every philoso-

phy is living before the Father; the universe
was born by the divine work of the Father;

and those who should have governed this
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world, should have always been the workers

from the beginning; for the highest points

of light are in them; the greatest spiritual
merit; but, the opposite happened; those
who have governed this planet are those who
have less points of light; those who have led
the destiny of this world are those who got

away from the Father’s Scriptures and Commandments the most; and when this always

happens, the greatest sorrow and injustice
takes hold of them; the same thing happens

in infinite worlds; for no one is unique in the
universe; the Father’s justice is the oppo-

site to what men waited for; for men did the
opposite; the self-exalted of this world shall

not be so anymore; for everything has its
time of reign and everything has got its end;

the Final Judgment in the form of a Doctrine
starts to emerge in this world; it starts from
the intellectual; amidst everyone’s surprise;
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for no one imagined that the Final judgment
would start from the human intellect.-

Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows the
Solar Trinity can do it all; the divine concept
that says: In Glory and Majesty means that

the First-born Solar Son shall visit many
worlds that surround the Earth by levitating

and flying; it shall be a sublime spectacle; the
term First-born Son in Father Jehovah, means

to be first in everything imagined; for the

faith of a Solar Son covers concepts of the
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universe which the humanity of this world

does not get to understand yet; every concept

that the imagination generates, becomes a
reality in the Father; being this proportional

to the degree of faith in each one; behold a
concept that came out of the divine parable

that says: Faith moves mountains; for with-

out faith no one would get to be a First-born
Son; for every spiritual advance towards the

Father, is in a correct and direct relation with
the evolutional concept that one has about

infinity; it is said correct and direct for there

is satisfaction of the free will and conscience

of a destiny; those who cultivated a poor
faith, have got a limited concept of the
Father’s infinity; just as they did not care

about infinity, likewise infinity shall not care
about them; behold millions and millions of
spirits, wander through the universe, with-

out finding their destinies; for in the trials of
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life, they did not care about understanding

it; each inclination of the spirit becomes a
destiny out of the Earth; the lack of interest

towards the Father, becomes a tragedy to the
spirit; out of the Earth no one cares about

him; what is up above is the same as down
below; I verily say unto you that according

to the conscience with which you fulfilled
the trials of life, that is what you are going

to find out of the Earth; the mental state
close to the own innocence, is what draws
one near the Kingdom of Heavens; but, inno-

cence was not kept in this world; for every

innocence was influenced by a self-interested
life system; self-interest should have never

been known in this world; not even by word

should it have been known; all those who
pronounced the word self-interest shall not

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
likely for one who not having known
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self-interest, did not pronounce it in life to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one

who got to know and pronounce it in words;
being in innocence, there is much that one

should have never known; it is just enough
to know only one letter that did not belong

to innocence, and one does not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you

that in order to keep the same innocence,
with which you came out of the Kingdom of

Heavens, you should have never lived the
capitalist life system; you should have never
taken gold as the basis for survival; for one

could have lived in many ways; the form of

the less self-interested life is what you should
have lived; self-interest shall never be recog-

nized in the Kingdom of Heavens; that is why
no human creature shall enter the Father’s

Kingdom; it is more likely for one who did

not live in the capitalist system to enter the
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Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who lived
it; the so-called Occidental world shall not

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for it gave
the rest of the world an example of usury and

injustice; it infected the Orient; it shall be
accused before the Father of being a corruptor of individuals and nations; behold satan

building the world’s hopes up with his gold;

perpetuating the division of the world
between rich and poor; behold the lash of the

world; behold the beast; behold satan turned
into a life form; I verily say unto you that

nothing shall remain of this beast; for the
Revelation of Father Jehovah shall crush it;

woe betide those who lived with ostentation!
Woe betide those who were rich! For the
weeping and gnashing of teeth is theirs; what
never belonged to every so-called rich shall
be taken away from them; for it was taught
that all are equal in rights before the Father;
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great are those who proclaimed equality in

this world; for they cared for a justice for
everyone; a rich was never interested for jus-

tice for the rest of the world; what they were
interested in was privilege and power; even
by violating the law of the Father’s equality;
all the rich of the world shall remain in the

greatest poverty; for thus they requested it

to the Father, in case they let themselves be
tempted by an abundance which is an immo-

rality in the Kingdom of Heavens; wealth
would be legal before the Father if it did not
violate His own law; no rich or capitalist has

consulted the Father’s Scriptures; for they

live deluded and clinging to gold; no deluded
one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I

verily say unto you that every rich of the
world resolved before the Father to oppose
resistance against the inclination of having

more than others; for no one requested the
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Father to violate equality in any imagined
form; all the inclinations which a spirit feels
subdued to, are trials which he promised to

overcome; I verily say unto you that every
spirit who let himself be influenced by his
own inclinations, shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; such was the request of this
entire humanity; for everything is requested

in the Kingdom of Heavens; life was given to
you in order to understand the Father above

everything; he who did not search for Him

nor understood Him in the trials of life, does
not return to the Father; I verily say unto you
that the own life with all its events, is living

before the Father; living means that it
expresses itself before the Creator; every life

with all its facts, when it does not find its

Creator, accuses the spirit of its tragedy;
behold one of the causes of persecution in

many spirits; who did not fulfill the Father’s
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Commandments in life; all the facts that he
lived in his life feel the influence of such dis-

obedience; and they make the spirit an
enemy; the spiritual hatred is born between
the virtues and the spirit; a hatred that lasts

for many existences; by many being born
again; I verily say unto you that every ungrate-

fulness to the Father is paid in darkness;
behold the destiny that awaits millions and

millions of human creatures, who have never

read Him; these poor creatures promised the
Father not to let themselves be overcome by
forgetfulness, at any instant and above every-

thing; behold the fall of the so-called chris-

tian world; a hypocritical world; a world that
lived for gold, and shielded itself by mouth
in the Father’s Scripture; behold the rock of
the human selfishness; behold the world of

false prophets of the Father’s Word; behold

the dead; for no so-called christian shall
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enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they
served two masters; and one cannot serve
two masters; for there is one sole God only;

to serve Father Jehovah, it was not necessary
to serve gold; I verily say unto you that no
spirit requested the Father to let himself be

dominated by possession; and possession

tempted you in the form of life based on gold;
your tempter was capitalism; because of capi-

talism none of you shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; behold the demon; behold evil
turned into a form of life; behold no one of

the past of this world has entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; for there were ambi-

tious beings in every epoch; there were

infectors; there were tempters; behold at
every instant, second by second, this world
is getting away from the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; and so will it be as long as you keep on
serving capitalism; as you continue serving
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gold and its followers; this drawing away
which has been taking place through centuries and centuries shall stop when the tempt-

ing demon disappears from this world; when
the so-called capitalism disappears; when
this tree which was not planted by Father
Jehovah stops existing; behold the Armaged-

don war shall pull out from its roots what
the Father did not plant; this war shall not

be like the wars of men; for the Father does
not use wars in order to judge this world; the

war of Armageddon, is a war of ideas already
lived; ideas of good and ideas of evil; behold

from your own selves comes out the fall of

the demon of gold; for every evil came out of
those who gave you the life system based on

gold; the Armageddon war is the war that
every spirit shall sustain against all the evil
done; it is the addition of all the ideas gener-

ated by the mind; it is the celestial points
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which each one attained in life; it is the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth of every spirit; it
is the conscience before the Father’s Revela-

tion; it is the birth of a new psychology in

humanity; it is the transformation of the

human intellect; it is the beginning of the
final judgment; it is the greatest surprise of
the human spirit; I verily say unto you that

with this surprise, the end of the world of
the human trials is set; a world requested by

you yourselves; a world that came out of your
own free will; a free will deluded by the viola-

tions of the own men; for men did things
without consulting the Father’s Scriptures;

they made them according to the interests of
men; I verily say unto you that this strange

world which came out of men, shall disappear from the human evolution; only what
exalted the Father’s Scriptures shall remain;

he who did not exalt Him does not stay; I
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verily say unto you that this world shall live

the universal communism; the philosophy of
the Kingdom of Heavens; the only one taught
by the Father in his Scriptures; all the other

philosophies requested their time in order
to be trialed; an already consumed time; for

there is no time that time does not reach it
within time; for even time requested a time

of justice; every time has got attribute and

quality; every time is living before the Father;
time and event are the same thing in the
Father’s Kingdom; their attributes commu-

nize in the everything above everything;
behold when the Revelation starts expanding
throughout the world, a new time shall be

being born; a time that shall be called a Time
of the New World; or Omega Time; behold

where the human events end, which
requested to be trialed; a matter and a spirit

that requested it; in their attribute and
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quality; I verily say unto you that in the
divine plans of Father Jehovah no imagined
exploitation system was taken into account;

everything that the Father did not plant, shall
be consumed by fire; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of an entire world that did

not study nor guided itself in life by the

Scriptures; behold the end of all the ignorant
beings of this world; ignorant by their own

will; behold the end of the error in this world;
behold the end of the cause of every sorrow
in this world; behold the first death by solar

fire, coming out of the Father; behold the

death of all those who make others call them

professionals of the force; not a single
damned one of the so-called armed-forces
shall remain in this world; for such philoso-

phy was not taught by the Father; on the
contrary, the divine Commandment says:
Thou shalt not kill; and if it was divinely
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mandated not to kill, why did these demons

constituted themselves in professionals of
death? I verily say unto you that every mem-

ber of the sect called armed forces, are crimi-

nals in the Father’s presence; and as criminals
shall they be judged by the Father’s Revela-

tion; behold the fall of one of the pillars of

exploitative capitalism; behold the judgment
to the legalized criminals, by the human psy-

chology; but, every deceit is not eternal; no

demon who tested weapons against his
brother, shall remain in this world; you are

damned demons of the armed forces; woe

betide those who talk to you in life!! For
damnation shall fall on their own selves; by

the same voice does the spirit fall; I know
little son that you are thinking of the demons
of the force of your flock; So it is divine Father

Jehovah, I think of how they violated your divine
law; I think and see how they will hit their chest,
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when by your divine grace, the Salvador brother

resurrects; So it is little son; the entire world

shall know that they were deceived by the

criminals of force; who continue violating
the Father’s law; they continue executing

others by the least pretext; they continue
keeping the flock prisoner; and they tell the
world that in Chile they enjoy freedom; hypo-

crites! For each second of hypocrisy gone by,

corresponds to you an existence of darkness;
existences that at each instant draw you
more and more away from the Kingdom of

Heavens; from the precise instant in which
you murdered a Father`s Emissary, who had

the mission of governing along with the
humble, a damned score started to run for

you; only by returning to the past, such

points stop; I verily say unto you that you
interrupted a right requested in the Kingdom
of Heavens due to ambition; you stole three
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years from this right; deduce the seconds
contained in three years; for each second cor-

responds to you to be born again in worlds
of darkness; where you shall be persecuted
in order to be murdered; just as you mur-

dered in this world; what is up above is the
same as down below; you must pay an eye

for an eye and a tooth for a tooth damned
beings of the force; cell by cell; pore by pore;

hair by hair; for all your victims are waiting

for you in order to accuse you in the presence
of the Father; and by accusing you, they ask
the Father that you pay up to the most micro-

scopic of what they were; each little pore of

flesh that you murdered is waiting for you

damned beings; since for each one of them,

an eternity of sorrow and calvary is awaiting

you; no one is less before the Father; neither
the spirit nor matter; neither the virtue nor
the molecule; and all of them claim their Cre-
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ator the same equality which all claimed in
life.-
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ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

THE SO-CALLED CAPITALISM IS NOT WRITTEN
IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR NO
ONE REQUESTED TO BE EXPLOITED, IN
ANY IMAGINABLE FORM; NOTHING SELFINTERESTED EXISTS IN THE KINGDOM;
CELESTIAL EQUALITY OR COMMUNISM EXISTS
THERE, WITH A PHILOSOPHY OF A CHILD; THE
STRANGE CAPITALISM BELONGS TO A REMOTE
AND MICROSCOPIC PLANET CALLED EARTH; A
STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF
DARKNESS, WHICH REQUESTED THE FATHER
TO KNOW A WORLD OF THE LIGHT.Yes little son; the so-called capitalism made

the so-called christian world go astray; for
one cannot serve God and serve gold at the

same time; the entire humanity requested
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to serve the Father without self-interest; the
strange life system based on gold made the
entire humanity go astray; for every mental
action was influenced by self-interest; there

is no human creature that has no points of

darkness, because of having known self-

interest; there is no one who does not cry

because of this score of darkness; the greater
is the score against, the further away is the
spirit from the Kingdom of Heavens; while

one was self-interested in life, each being
must add to himself a point of darkness for

each second lived; beginning from the age of
twelve up to the instant of the own repentances; I verily say unto you that if you had

not known capitalism, all of you would have

entered the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
fruit of this demon which turned into a life
system, is a fruit of damnation; there will not
be anyone who shall not curse it; after they
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know the terrible truth; that is why it was

written: There shall be weeping and gnashing
of teeth; it was a prophetic announcement
for the entire humanity; everything said by

the Father in his Scriptures, is prophetic; for

having the Father created everything, He also

created the future, prophesy and every future

event; that is why when the Father directs
Himself to the worlds, He does it by allud-

ing the future; He is everywhere and in every
time; past, present and future; I verily say

unto you that the so-called capitalism is a
microscopic time, within the entire time of

the Earth; capitalism shall be forgotten in
this world; just as many reigns of the past
went into oblivion; I verily say unto you that
capitalism shall be remembered as a night-

mare in the future epochs of the world; it
will be said about a strange life system that
condemned an entire world not to enter the
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Kingdom of Heavens; an epoch that shall

be known as the weeping and gnashing of
teeth; capitalism is one of the most arro-

gant weaknesses of the human spirit; when
such life system disappears, an epoch of an

unprecedented happiness shall come to the

world; for the future generations shall not
be interested; they shall not covet gold; they
shall not have the complex that the pres-

ent generation has; a terrible complex that

made an entire world go astray; they missed
the right to enter the Kingdom of Heavens

again; I verily say unto you that no guilty
one of such tragedy shall escape the divine
justice; every demon requested to be judged
when they requested the Father to know a

form of life of the light; the spirits who created capitalism are spirits who came from
remote darkness; for they come from all cor-

ners of the universe to Father Jehovah, in
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order to request forms of life; every capital-

ist demon, promised the Father to oppose
resistance to their own impulses of exploit-

ing others; but, they fell in the trials of life;

and by them falling, they made an entire
world fall; behold the demon of the terres-

trial humanity; behold the beast turned into

a form of life; behold the yoke that came out
of the own men; ambitious beings who never
ever reconsidered their selfish way of being;

they were blinds in respect to the spiritual

future of this humanity; they never studied

the Father’s Scriptures; they stepped on the
own promise that came out of themselves;

they did not follow the laws of life; they
did not care about their own eternity; they
enclosed themselves in an ephemeral pres-

ent; they built their hopes up on gold; a gold
that speaks in the presence of the Father; a

gold that was created by the same One who
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created life; gold and creatures are trialed

by the Father; each one in their respective
laws; I verily say unto you that the so-called

capitalism has a little time left; they shall not
pass the year 2000; for every time of trials is
requested to the Father; the so-called capi-

talists distorted their own time requested by
them; they created an empire that is crum-

bling; they created the slavery called poverty;
for they never learned to control their ambi-

tious appetite; they were worthy imitators
of the damned pharaohs of the past of the

Earth; many capitalists lived in the epoch
of these demons; the creators of the human
materialism; the creators of the first slavery

of the human gender; just like the Father
pulled out the damned pharaonic dynasty
from this world, likewise shall He also pull
out the strange capitalism from the human

evolution; everything strange from this world
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starts disappearing as the centuries go by;
everything strange to the Father’s Scrip-

tures and the Commandments; now it is the
turn of the so-called capitalism; the pres-

ent followers of this immoral life system,
shall curse its own creators; they shall curse

their own parents for having transmitted the
capitalist inheritance to them; the tragedy of

the weeping and gnashing of teeth is coming
over this strange tree; I verily say unto you
followers of gold that all the generations of
this world that got to know you, are waiting

for you out of the Earth in order to accuse
you before the divinity; when every harm is

not paid on the own planet, it is paid out of it;
for in virtue of the individual free will, some
request justice on the Earth, and others out

of it; behold every debt is paid up to its most

microscopic molecule; all the capitalists who
deceived with the delusion of gold, and who
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the Revelation of the Father surprises, on
Earth, is because they requested it so; with

the fall of the strange capitalism, a painful

chapter is closed in the history of this world;
a living tragedy which should have never
existed; for no one requested the Father to

exploit another being; not even in the most
microscopic form; behold the short reign of

shrewdness; the living roguery; a strange life
system based on gold and force; behold the

beast formed by all the avaricious and selfish
beings of the world; each one is individu-

ally part of the beast; evil acquires unknown

forms out of the microscopic Earth; every
evil thinking is expansive; just as light is; I
verily say unto you that all those who gener-

ated ideas of darkness, meet their own ideas

out of the Earth; ideas that have taken the

expansive form of colossal hells; the opposite
are the colossal paradises; which came out
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of good ideas; ideas that did not violate their

own laws; behold the destiny that awaits the
followers of gold; they came momentarily
out of darkness in order to know a form of

life of the light; and since they fell in the
trials of life, they return to darkness; nothing happens or nothing exists by fate in the

Father’s creation; everything grows with a
living responsibility; this living responsibil-

ity was annulled by the capitalist’s free will;

who built his hopes up on an easy-attitude
life, based on the possession of gold; with it

he avoided the divine mandate of the Father

that said: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the
sweat of thy face.-
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Yes little son; so it is; just as you knew it since
you were a boy; the strange material adora-

tion of the so-called Catholic Church, gets

expanded out of the Earth, in infinite mental
germs which shall give place to other many
infinite worlds, in which their creatures will

also exercise the material adoration; every
thinking inheritance gets extended beyond

the planetary dwelling; each so-called faithful
of the church has created a heaven of planets
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whose philosophy in respect to the Creator,

is erroneous; behold the strange fruit that
came out of a strange form of understand-

ing the Father; behold a strange salt of life;
which shall provoke a tremendous backward-

ness in the evolution of those future worlds;

just as the so-called religious provoked it on
Earth; for when a world does not fulfill the
Father’s Scriptures, infinite genius of plan-

etary progress, do not want to be born again

on the respective planet; for they have got
free will; when the geniuses do not come to

a determined world, it is the world which

loses; behold every strange credibility brings

backwardness in the respective humanity;
nobody requested the Father to make the
world go backwards, on which one requested
to know a form of life; from the first to the

last second of backwardness, is paid before

the divine justice; for every human spirit
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requested to pay one part of their errors in

the human life; the debts of the spirits are

paid by many existences; likewise the awards
are enjoyed through many existences; there

is everything in the Father’s flock; I verily say
unto you that the planets earths are so infi-

nite, that what takes place in yours, occurs on
others; and it never stops happening; that is
why it was written; What is up above is the

same as down below; for you are surrounded
by worlds; just like a man who is standing
in the middle of a dessert is surrounded by

infinite molehills; each molehill corresponds
to a world; but your human knowledge will

not be able to count what is contained in
the desserts of the Earth; as it shall never
be able to count the number of worlds of
the universe; what is up above is repeated
down below; I verily say unto you that every
world with no exception, came out from the
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generation of an invisible mental idea; every

world is born from the most microscopic that
a creature has; and the most microscopic in
the thinking creatures, are their own ideas;
ideas, so microscopic that they only feel and
do not see; and not for that they stop being

physical; every creature in the universe has

in a microscopic degree, the Father’s creative

inheritance; what is up above is the same
as down below; and since from each one

comes out his own creation, is that it was
written: Each one makes his own heaven;
for each microscopic planet that comes out

of each idea, is also born with a heaven that
surrounds it; the heavens grow as the plan-

ets grow and mature; just as the fruits of
nature grow and mature; what is up above
is the same as down below; up above in the

Macrocosm there are worlds so gigantic, that
their fruit would not fit on the Earth; there
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is everything in the Lord’s Vineyard; what is
of the Father has no limits in anything imag-

inable; not in distance, nor in weight, form,

density, gravity, number; I verily say unto you
that the succession of the worlds is eternal;

the expansive creation of the Father never
stops; limit is not born at any instant; not
shall it ever be born; every world and every
planetary science that has believed to have

gotten to know the limit of the universe, as

time passes by, they have recognized their
error; in new existences and in other worlds,
they have realized past errors; infinite worlds
and infinite sciences that only thought of just
one materialized present, get to realize later
that the presents are as infinite as the own

worlds; even more they realize that in a same

present, there are others that have no end;

one present acts as macrocosm and the other
presents as microcosms; which means that
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they are invisible; not a single present from

the living philosophy of the trials, realizes
that it is a microbe; for elements and creatures requested geometry in a living real-

ity; they requested to live and not realize
their own inferiority; only when the mind
makes the effort of searching, many spirits

realize that they are only microbes before a

universe that has no end; only being born
again deepens this sensation; for the longer
one has lived, the deeper are the ideas that
the spirit has; so it is that the First-born Son

having lived more than any other one, after

the Father, gave new doctrines to the world;

doctrines that did not come out of the earthly
knowledge; nor written in any book of human

conception; behold the infinite difference
between the divine and the human; without

the divine intervention, this world would

have destroyed itself; for the generations
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would have had other determinations; this

world would have been turned into a world of
darkness; but, those who divided the world

because of their own self-interests, created a
living darkness in the human psychology; for
none of those who got to know these selfish
beings, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

nor has any entered; the trials of life which

was requested by everyone, consisted in that
no one would get to know darkness, in any

imaginable way; it was a promise made above
everything; and among all the imagined ways

are the strange religions, which have violated
the Holy Scriptures of Father Jehovah.-

Nº 114
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ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

BETWEEN COMMUNISM AND CAPITALISM
THERE IS A COUNTERSCORE BETWEEN
THOSE WHO REQUESTED TO HAVE MORE IN
LIFE, AND THOSE WHO REQUESTED TO HAVE
LESS; CAPITALISM REQUESTED TO TRIAL
POSSESSION FOR ITSELF; COMMUNISM
REQUESTED TO GENERALIZE POSSESSION
FOR EVERYONE.Yes little son; everything is requested in
the Kingdom of Heavens; even the most

recondite is requested; the spirits request
to improve their thinking philosophies, and

trial them on remote planets; behold the
tendencies and inclinations which no one

is excepted from; capitalism of this world
requested Father Jehovah to be the first to
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trial in time, space and philosophy; that is
why capitalism is older than communism;

and communism requested the Father to trial
His by taking advantage of the injustices of

capitalism; His means that communism is
the Father’s; for all of you came out of a
same common law; you came out of a same

place of the universe; the love of the Creator
for his creatures is common; no one is less

before Him; neither the spirits nor matter
that He created; that is why it was written:

All are equal in rights before God; Capital-

ism is not from the Kingdom of Heavens;

for no one gets divided there even in the
most microscopic; capitalism was requested
by microscopic creatures, known as human

spirits; I verily say unto you that you are so

microscopic that no one knows you in the
Kingdom of Heavens; only Father Jehovah,

the Solar Mother Omega and certain Solar
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Parents, who were prophets on Earth; for

no spirit who got to know capitalism, as a
life trial on a remote planet, has entered the

Kingdom of Heavens again; for with such

system that they requested, they got to know

vices; and no human spirit requested the

Father to know any vice; I verily say unto
you that the Father’s hopes were in those
spirits that did not request capitalism as a
form of life; for the free will submits to the
Father who created it; when the spirits go to

the worlds to improve themselves, everyone

makes promises to the Father; just like a son
on Earth promises it to his terrestrial father;

what is up above is the same as down below;
the Father who has created everything, also

created the future of everything that exists;
the future of all the creatures and the worlds;

the Father sees when the child departs to a
remote dwelling, will fall into laws opposite
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to what he promised in His divine presence;
the Father says nothing; for every child is to

live the requested experience; otherwise, he

would never know it; so it is that the capitalists promised the Father to trial the phi-

losophy of possession, without violating the

laws of the Father; but they violated them;
for there are injustices in the world; pov-

erty which is not in the Father’s mandates;

when the creatures request to trial their philosophies, they also request time to develop

them; and along with time, they also request
the end of times; this end has arrived for

capitalism; from the precise instant in which
the world gets to know the new Revelation;

for every Revelation that comes from the
Father, transforms the customs of the world

in which it is revealed; just as the Mosaic and
Christian Doctrines transformed it; behold
the final judgment; the judgment requested
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by everyone; for everything is requested in

the Kingdom of Heavens; when one requests
to know a life, judgment is included; some
requested to be judged on Earth, and others

out of her; for there is judgment up above
and Judgment down below; for what is up
above is the same as down below; your cus-

toms are being lived in other worlds; no one

is unique in any imagined way; therefore,
capitalism should have never been believed
as being the only life system; for it has fallen

even into murder, for keeping on reigning;

I verily say unto you that it is enough one
second or less of violation in any life sys-

tem, and one does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; this which seems excessively rigor-

ous, is not; for you yourselves requested it to
the Father, and it was conceded to you; you
requested to trial the human life without vio-

lating the Father’s law above everything; the
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term above everything is what capitalism did
not fulfill; for one cannot serve two masters;

one cannot serve two philosophies, when

one requested just one; one cannot serve the
god gold and at the same time the One who
created gold; for what was promised to the
Creator of everything gets distorted.-

Yes, little son; so it is as you see it in the
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cosmos; the ideas that come out of every
mind do not come out separated; all of them

are united by the solar cord; they are like

microscopic worlds of all the imaginable
colors; each thought that each one created

in life, is a future form of life; for nothing
remains to fate in the creation of the Father;
the ideas are as living as the own spirit; and

your spirit came out of an idea, for one can-

not create without ideas; when a creature
thinks, what he does is to fulfill a promise

to the Father; for he promised Him before
leaving his place of creation, to always think

above everything with the highest morality
that the mind can imagine; but the so-called
capitalism distorted such promise made to

the Father; for the entire world that was
influenced by the morality of capitalism, does
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for all
the ideas that were thought, were distorted
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in their own promises made to the Father;

in the Kingdom of Heavens it is not only the

spirit that promises; for no one is unique in

oneself; only the Father is unique; and by
being unique He gives an infinite life; when

the spirit returns to his place of origin, all the

ideas that he generated on the remote planet,

are waiting for him there; for everything that
the Father creates is eternal; not only what

is seen but also what is not seen; you never
saw the ideas in life; for you requested not

to see them; that is why your life form is
called life trials; you trial a present with for-

getfulness of the past; but every trial has got

its end; and that end has arrived to Earth;
every Revelation sent by the Father puts an

end to an epoch that was trialed, in order to

initiate another; this world has had many

epochs; and all have had an end; now is the
end of capitalism; I verily say unto you that
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the end of the so-called capitalism, initiates

the beginning of the true spirituality in this

world; the spirituality of capitalism served
the master of gold; the world that follows
capitalism, shall serve the real Master; the
One who created everything; for the Universal Government is coming; the govern-

ment that shall lead the world according to

the Father’s Scriptures; and not according

to money; behold the Alpha and Omega of
a world; behold the difference between the

capitalist world that is leaving, and the world

that gets initiated; the man of this world
always thought of his triumphs; he never

thought of the Creator of all the triumphs;
for the Father of the Universal Scriptures is

the One that triumphs; He triumphs with
the greatest Revolution that came out of the
spirit; the human triumphs were trialed by

the Father; for they came out of a life that
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requested to be trialed; they were relative
triumphs to the requested time; for every
spirit requested a time in order to know the

human life; I verily say unto you that when

capitalism falls, a life system which is not
of the Father, falls; for they did not take the
Father into account above everything in the

laws that they created; money was more
important to them; I verily say unto you that
all those who got to know money shall not

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one
requested to know something that could be

a violation to the Father’s mandates; money

is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
all the human spirits promised the Father to
imitate at the most what they got to know
and saw in the Father’s Kingdom; for they

saw the laws of the true happiness; behold

the human struggle; a struggle whose cause
is in the formation of the individuality; for
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the individuality is the trial for every spirit;
the good or evil inclinations are born from

the individual’s interior; and according to the

interior, the spirit behaves in the exterior;

capitalism improved the exterior and created

a materialistic world; and it neglected the
interior; and having neglected one part of
the everything, it created a false story of the

Earth; for its galactic future it created infi-

nite galaxies and universes, whose planetary

histories shall be false histories; for from the
most microscopic expression that came out

of a letter an entire infinity is born; which

shall never know an end; for what comes out
of the Father does not have an end; that is

why it was written: From the most humble

and the most microscopic, the colossal is
born; one has to be very little and humble,

in order to become a colossal planet in space;

behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth
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of this humanity; for having the exploitative

capitalism been an old system on Earth, it
influenced in the human thinking; for all

the followers of capitalism shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto
you that it is enough that you have trialed a

strange morality for just an instant in life, and

you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

it is called a strange morality in the Kingdom,
the morality created by life systems, which

did not consider the Father in its laws; for in
the Kingdom all praise the Father for above

every living marvel that are seen; behold the

satan of this world; capitalism deluded you

with money; it made you draw away from

the Father’s Scriptures; it drew you away

from the Kingdom of Heavens once more;
for all the spirits are born again; they have

and shall have many existences; and by hav-

ing lived other existences, you got to know
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capitalism many times; I verily say unto you
that the present capitalists of the world, are

the same of the past; who requested to be
born again, in order to overcome the weak-

ness of possession for oneself; but they fell

again; for they divided the world in rich and
poor again; I verily say unto you that neither
rich nor poor are known in the Kingdom of

Heavens; for money does not exist; nor are

there philosophies that divide others even
in the most microscopic; capitalism as well

as the so-called religions, are unknown in
the Kingdom of Heavens; religions shall be

accused of dividing the world in many beliefs
in this final judgment; being there just one

God only; no one requested the Father to

divide anyone; for there is just one God only;
all knew in the Kingdom of Heavens that
only satan divides; for you saw how he had

divided the Father’s angels in philosophies;
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and no one promised the Father to imitate
satan; behold the weeping and gnashing of

teeth of religious and capitalists; behold the

rock and the beast; the prostitute who traded

with my divine law to the best bidder; the

one who made alliances with the Kings of
the Earth; and with the rich of the world;

knowing the prostitute that no so-called rich
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; know-

ing that it is more likely for a camel to pass

through a needle’s eye, than for a rich to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say

unto you religious of the world, that none
of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

for you invented the so-called religions so
to trade with what is of God; your strange
religions are not in the Father’s Scriptures;

the Father and the Son left a Gospel and

divine Commandments to the world; but
no religions; this strange form of material
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adoration is a tragedy for this world; for all

those who worshipped images in any temple,

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; your
error and imperfection, dragged the so-called
christian world, to remain out of the King-

dom of Heavens; I verily say unto you false
prophets of my Word, that it is more likely

for one who did not get to know religion
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for

one who got to know it; the first one did
not divide himself nor did he divide anyone;

the latter one divided himself and he divided
many; for he transmitted the inheritance.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN BLOOD
AND DESTRUCTION EVENTS, SHALL NOT
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; ALL
PROMISED NOT TO KILL.Yes little son; every destructor who never
wanted to recognize the Father, shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; in your flock
Chile the so-called rich tried to sink my hum-

ble; these demons who only serve gold, know
nothing about philosophies; all the philoso-

phies were requested by all the spirits to be

trialed in life; the own capitalism requested

to be trialed; but this philosophy was not nor
is of Father Jehovah’s pleasure; I verily say

unto you that capitalism is the trial of millions of spirits, who requested to overcome
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the demoniac influence of having more than
another; capitalism got to the extreme of rel-

egating what is of the Father to a second
level; for it did not take his Scriptures into
account; if it had taken them into account,
the world in which you are, would be a Para-

dise; exploitation would be unknown to you;
there would neither be rich nor poor; I know
little son that you are thinking about those

who killed the leader of your flock; So it is

divine Father by your divine grace; why did

they do it divine Father Jehovah? They did it

because they were tempted by wealth; I verily
say unto you little son that he who pretends

to defend the right of others, does not kill;
he must not violate the Father’s law; for he
does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it

would be much better for them not to defend

anybody; I know little son that these demons
falsified everything; but, everything shall be
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known; from the right instant in which the

brethren Salvador became a president,
according to what is written in the Kingdom

of Heavens, the demons who did not care
anything about justice on others, started to

conspire against him in order to make him
fall; I know little son that you knew it; for
you read the minds of others; satan took ref-

uge in darkness; it is the end of a dynasty
called militarism; scourge of humanity; a
demoniac philosophy; for no one who was
military in this world shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; no one requested in the

Kingdom to intimidate others; behold the
fall of the demon of force; behold the fall of

one of the trees, which the divine Father
Jehovah did not plant; and it shall be pulled

out from the human evolution; the demons

in uniform of your flock, mark the end of
their own reign; behold the fall of a strange
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morality, which was not requested in the

Kingdom of Heavens; behold the fall of those
who promised the Father not to let them-

selves be influenced by no degree of force;

behold their trials in life; for every spirit is

trialed in all his determinations; I verily say
unto you that the living Word of the Father

shall terrorize every demon who made of
force his own philosophy; just as the phara-

onic forces got terrorized in the past; behold
a Revelation that shall be repeated again; I

verily say unto you that the spirits who wore

uniforms that represent the force are the
same ones of the pharaonic past; for every
spirit is born again; he requests the Father

again for new existences; he who is not born

again, does not improve himself in an infinite
degree; for the knowledge that the Creator

offers his children is not reduced into just
one existence; what is of the Father has no
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limit; it is just enough to request Him and

He gives; were you not taught that the Father

is infinite? Infinite means that He is almighty;
he who doubts that he had other existences,

is doubting the power of his own Creator;
Who gives his creatures as many opportuni-

ties as they request; he who denied his exis-

tences, these shall deny him in the Kingdom
of Heavens; for what is up above is the same
as down below; the facts that took place on

the planet, are revived up above; for the

Father is almighty; so it is that every intrigue
as the one that happened in your nation, is

lived again up above; life is created by the

Father as many times as it is necessary; I

verily say unto you that every guilty one’s
mind shall be read; behold the cause of the

weeping and gnashing of teeth; for nothing

shall remain hidden anymore; for every
occultism is not of the Father; and it shall be
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uprooted from this world; I verily say unto
you that the occult murders, shall be pro-

claimed by the own murderers; and every

theft by the own thieves; I verily say unto

you that what happened in Chile, makes
Father Jehovah initiate the justice already
written many centuries ago; this nation was
the elected one by the Father; but the phi-

losophy of my humble was crushed with
innocent blood; an innocent who promised
to give justice to the humble above every-

thing was murdered; his weakness was to
have trusted the demon; he respected their
laws up to the last instant; this innocent for-

got that one cannot serve two masters; one

cannot serve the people and at the same time

the privileged of always; every privileged one
has no people; he is disinherited; the concept

People in the Kingdom of Heavens is Justice;

only the people that took the Father’s
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Scriptures into account, shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; every nation that got to

know a congress of capitalism, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for every genera-

tion was warned: It is more likely for a camel
to pass through a needle’s eye than for a rich
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the rich

are created by capitalism; this beast that
caused poverty, knowing that none of them

would enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
dragged the rest of humanity along with it;
that is why it was written: May the left be

aware of what the right does; for the right’s

gold corrupts; the so-called capitalism is not

in the Father Scriptures; and what is not with
the Father, perishes; Just as all those who
lived only for gold shall perish; behold the
tragedy of this world, for following the cre-

ators of a life system, opposite to the Father’s
mandates; the murder that took place in
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Chile, is a demonstration of how far the
demon of privilege can get; Father Jehovah

has nothing of the workers of this nation and
of the world; those who conspired and those

who followed him, damned are they; for
innocent blood falls on them; I verily say
unto you that no conspirator shall enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; in the Kingdom the

conspirators are not known; woe betide those
who talk to every damned one!! damnation

falls on them too, through the voice; so is
the Thinking Expansive Universe of Father

Jehovah; everything is living; everything

reverberates in the everything; for matter and
spirit participate in the planetary judgments

of the Father; were you not taught that God

is everywhere? The term: Everywhere means
what you know and what you do not know;

what is visible and invisible; therefore His

divine justice sprouts everywhere; you
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cannot be everywhere; the Father certainly

can; you are only in one present; the Father
is in infinite presents; I verily say unto you
that he who did not make an effort to under-

stand the infinity of the Father, expect noth-

ing out of the Earth; being the universe
living, the universe claims when it has been
denied; every word, every action, every ges-

ture, every intention, every idea repeats again
out of the human life; that is why it was
taught to you: What is up above is the same

as down below; after the transformation that
you call death, one continues living; and
everything that you did in life talks to you

yourselves; matter and spirit talk to each
other; for both have the same rights to do it;

all are equal before God; matter and spirit in
their respective laws; this equality is called
the divine celestial communism in the King-

dom of Heavens; and its philosophy is the
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joy of a child; behold a Revelation that shall

shudder and scare every privileged rich of
this world; for it is more likely for one who

was a communist to enter the Kingdom of

Heavens, than for one who was not; one who
at least tried to imitate though in an imper-

fect way, than for one who did not imitate
what is of Heavens, at all; behold why satan
has always persecuted every form of com-

munity; division has been his reign; only
satan divides himself; the privileged one

becomes selfish with what he has; and he
does not hesitate in dividing others, as long

as he does not lose his privileges; even more,
he is capable of committing a crime, false-

ness, and slander or libel; just as it happened
in Chile and many other flocks; the privileged
are a product of capitalism; easiness and the

excessive comfort tempt them; every rich is

a tempted one; the tempters of the world;
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among all the philosophies that men have
given themselves in life in order to govern

themselves, the most persecuted in this
world remains; the most despised; the most

defamed; what has cost the most persecution

and blood; what is closest to the Father’s
mandate; The Terrestrial Communism
remains!! The law of all the worlds is ful-

filled: What is up above is the same as down
below; up above Celestial Communism, and

down below Planetary Communism; I verily

say unto you that it is more likely for those

worlds that imitated even in a microscopic
way what is of heaven to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for those that did not imi-

tate; the Father awards the most microscopic;
as well as the colossal; when one does good;

and He also punishes the most microscopic

and colossal when one does evil; for being

God everywhere, He is also in the
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microscopic and the colossal; what happened
in your flock has happened in many others;

the demons of ambition are in all the nations;
the time they requested is over; every time

in this world requested its time; the so-called
capitalism comes to its end; its reign was of
division and force; only satan turned into a

life system, divides; and he ends up dividing

himself; capitalism fell into his philosophy;
for it should have never served two masters;

it served gold and it served the Father; only

those who served the Father unconditionally,

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; because
of the creators of capitalism, no human crea-

ture has entered the Kingdom of Heavens;

for all the generations were influenced by
ambition; their spirits were divided; and no

divided spirit shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for one who was a

communist to enter the Kingdom of
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Heavens, than for one who was a capitalist;

the first one searched for equality; the second
one perpetuated inequality; the first one got

close though imperfectly, to the equality
reigning in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
capitalist drew himself away from the King-

dom of Heavens; even though he was warned

through centuries, in the Father’s Scriptures;
I verily say unto you that all the capitalists

of the world must add up all the seconds

gone by in their existences; each second lived
in capitalism corresponds to living an exis-

tence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; the

more capitalist one was in life, the further
away from the Kingdom of Heavens the spirit
is; for not having been sincere according to

the Scriptures; for serving two masters in his
free will; I verily say unto you that each vice
constitutes one master; a living entity in the

Macrocosm; capitalism served many masters;
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for it was and is a philosophy of people given
to vice; being the ungratefulness to the Cre-

ator’s Commandments the first of its vices;

therefore the morality of a capitalist is not a

morality of the Father’s Scriptures; and it

constitutes itself in a strange morality; behold
the fall of capitalism in this world; it falls
before the Father and before men, for

immoral; behold how what for centuries was
called Satan ends; not guiding oneself by the

Father’s Commandments, constitutes satan’s
reign; a reign of illusion; for no one who lived
or knew capitalism, shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; the eternal happiness comes out
of the own mandates of the Father; it does
not come out of any human conception; the
so-called capitalism is of a human concep-

tion; it is not a tree planted by the Father;

and it shall be uprooted from any human
conception; certainly the end of the system
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of things, which came out of men, has arrived;
what shall happen in my flock divine Father

Jehovah? I shall tell you little son; for you
have been born in order to reveal the first

things; the universal laws; in your country,

those who murdered and isolated the people
shall weep; for thus these demons thirsty of
power, requested it in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; the reign that they usurped by using

betrayal shall last them very little; I shall tell

you son that these false patriots, are nothing
without arms; it is more likely for those who
were betrayed to enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens, than for the traitors to enter; the Uni-

versal Unity shall be formed; for what is of
the Father is Universal; behold Father Jeho-

vah amidst his enemies, makes the beginning
of the new world be born; the world Omega;

this glory was destined for the People of

Israel; the older son; the oldest nation of this
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dwelling; but, it has been taken away from

them for giving an immoral example to the
new nations; to the minor ones; Israel con-

tinues using the force and trade; which is not
of Father Jehovah’s pleasure; behold a Rev-

elation that shall shudder the world; for
Israel shall disappear as a nation; I verily say

unto you that the Father gives and takes
away; in the spiritual and material; the Uni-

versal Communism shall be born from your

flock Chile; whose symbol shall be the Lamb
of God; behold the dread and weeping and

gnashing of teeth of those who persecuted

the ideas without deepening into them; when
the demons come to murder and betrayal, to

kill ideas, certainly they become the most
dangerous; for he who kills by sword, dies

by sword; he who uses the force, falls by

force; the events that are coming, shall prove
it; I know little son that these false prophets
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know nothing, about the future events; and

if they knew it, they would not believe it; so
much the worse for them; the weeping and
gnashing of teeth shall be more painful for
them; the Revelation shall be called the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; or Celestial Sci-

ence; it shall be translated to all the languages
of the Earth; for all requested to know their
final judgment; I know little son that many

doubted; they forgot that only the Father

chooses his missionaries; and he always
chooses the humble; for the humble are first;
behold the error based on the greatest igno-

rance of those who requested in the Kingdom

of Heavens, to be the first to know the Scrolls
of the Lamb of God; they judged you little
son without first-hand knowledge; and they

fell before their trials; he who denies the
Father’s emissary, denies the One who sent

him; he denies the Father; and he who denies
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the Father denies his own entrance to the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth of those who seeing,
did not believe; behold the influence which
fell on them, when they got to know capital-

ism as a life system; the strange morality
made them doubt a humble; they did not

search for the truth; when my Scriptures

teach that: He who searches shall find; he
who investigates shall find; he who does not

search, when will he find? It is more likely

for those who searched for the truth to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who
never searched; the most minimal effort done
in life, is awarded by the Father; I verily say

unto you Chileans and children of the world,
that all the underdeveloped nations shall

form one sole power; the greatest power that
has ever been known; and shall be known on
this planet; for it is written that all the
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humble and despised, are the first before
God; the earthly term: Underdeveloped is an
immorality before the divine equality of the
Father; the ambitious and exploitative capitalism created the scourge called underde-

velopment; underdevelopment is not known
in the Kingdom of Heavens; for equality

exists there; the same one taught by the
Father; he who did not live equality on the
remote planets, does not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; behold the Revelation that came
out of the Kingdom; for the Revelation comes
out of the same place where you were cre-

ated; he who never imagined that he was

created somewhere in the universe, shall
never arrive to his place of origin; for all of

you promised in the oblivion of the past that
you requested, to make the effort of imagin-

ing it; the most microscopic imagination is

awarded in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
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why was it written: Faith moves mountains;

there are mountains up above and down
below; for what is up above is the same as

down below; he who does not believe in the

existence of other planetary dwellings; for

with his skepticism and lack of faith, he
draws them away; I verily say unto you that
he who denied, denied for himself the mar-

vels that exist out of the Earth; faith is living

as your spirit is; all of you promised the

Father to cultivate faith; in all your life trials;
without faith in the Kingdom, no one enters
the Kingdom; for in order to believe in a Cre-

ator you need faith; faith constitutes one of
the 318 virtues of your thinking; I verily say

unto you that without faith, you would not

be in the human life; nor would you carry on

any project without faith’s participation;
there are infinite kinds of faith; the supreme

faith is the faith in the Father; for all the
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faiths of all the imaginations have come out

of Him; every living faith recognizes the

Father; to deny the faith is to ask to be denied
in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto

you that all those who worshipped images,

amulets, and all form of material belief, shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they
divided their faith by believing in other mas-

ters; it was written: Thou shalt not worship
any image nor any temple, nor any resem-

blance; behold the spiritual preference; he
who stopped preferring the Father even if it
had been for just a sigh, shall not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; for you promised to
worship Him above everything; above every

microscopic thing that you can imagine; thus
you requested it yourselves; I verily say unto
you that you requested something difficult

to fulfill in this life; and being difficult it was
given to you anyway; difficult to your
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capacities; and even more difficult to fulfill

it, in the strange morality that you were to

live; the strange morality that the life system
of capitalism gave to you, made it difficult

for you to keep innocence; for the psychology
that you were taught, was a hypocritical psy-

chology, false, self-interested, and violator of
the law of the Father; I verily say unto you
that if you would not have known capitalism,
all of you would have entered the Kingdom

of Heavens; for Father Jehovah would have

nothing against you; your life system was not
inspired in the Scriptures; you did not fulfill

the promise that you made in the Kingdom

of Heavens; that everything that you did,
would be first what is of the Father above
everything; above everything; above all your

tendencies; I verily say unto you that every
unfulfilled promise is enough for not enter-

ing the Kingdom of Heavens; behold your
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demon; there is no other one; for all the other
minor demons have come out of the major

capitalist demon; all the violations and
immoralities that you are living and witness-

ing; I verily say unto you that the Father
always triumphs over any form of demon;
your life system based on gold does not lead
one to the Father’s Kingdom; for it did not

consider it; no world congress study it above
everything; above every human laws; behold

the fall of this world; a world created in a life
system, according to men and not according
to the Father’s law; the life system that the
worshippers of gold gave to you, shall pro-

voke in you the weeping and gnashing of

teeth; you remained disinherited to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold your tragedy;

you will have to start again; you shall request
new opportunities of trialing new lives; just
as it has happened infinite times; for every
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spirit is born again; it requests new forms of

life; it requests to reincarnate again; for what
the Father can offer his children, is not lim-

ited to just one existence; for what is of the

Father has no limits at all; those who believed
in just one existence, limited their own Cre-

ator; they shall not have more existences;
those who believed in them shall have them

forever and ever; just as you thought you
shall receive; for the Father has an addition

for everyone; behold you shall curse the
material adoration which came out of self-

interested men; the so-called catholic church
was trialed as all the spirits are trialed; I ver-

ily say unto you that the so-called religions

do not appear in the Father’s Scriptures; for
the Father does not divide his children even

in the most microscopic; the one who does

it is the demon; only satan divides and he

divides himself; I verily say unto you that
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religions are unknown in the Kingdom of
Heavens; as all the philosophies of all the
worlds that have divided their creatures, are
unknown; behold the cause of judgment for

the rock of this world; when your Father
Jehovah said by means of his Solar Son
Christ: Upon this rock I shall build my
Church, I meant: Upon this rock of selfish
beings I shall build my Church; I shall trial

them knowing that they will fail Me; for they
shall divide the faith of the world in many

beliefs; being there one God only; behold the
intention that Father Jehovah had when He

mentioned such divine parable: rock does not
mean the eternity of the church, as many

believe; for there is no rock that does not
turn into dust; in the Kingdom of Heavens

rock means spiritual selfishness; intellectual
hardness; selfishness to understand others;

my emissary hit against that rock; for no one
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who requested to be the first, believed him;
behold the surprise written for many centuries; And the truth shall arrive with a sur-

prise; as the surprise that a burglar causes;
behold the first ones to be the last in being

able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for by

denying the Father’s own Emissary, they

denied themselves; for no one who denied
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the rock
also denied; and by negating, she dragged the

so-called christian world along with her;

because of the religions, no christian shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they were
influenced by a strange morality; behold the

end of the rock and its followers; the socalled religions shall pass to the dust of obliv-

ion; foe every tree that the Father did not
plant, shall be uprooted; every psychology is

trialed by the Father; for everything that

came out of the mind requested to be trialed;
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the religions were one of the forms that men
gave themselves in order to interpret the

Father’s Scriptures; and in that form that

they gave themselves, they fell; for they were
neither honest nor sincere above everything;
they did not rigorously fulfill the content of
the Scriptures; they molded them according

to their self-interests; I verily say unto you

that no self-interested one shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; my Scriptures were
distorted; for they were traded; the faith of

millions of children were exploited; the
morality of the Father was immoralized; that
commerce of the faith is not known in the
Kingdom of Heavens; nor any kind of com-

merce; only the absolute equality exists; the

church that deceived the world comes to its

end; for every trial has got its end; the rock

of the human selfishness shall fall, as the
materialistic world shall fall; a world that
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built the hopes of the spirits up, to the degree
of not letting them enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold the work of the science of
good; the science of comfort; the science of
what is easy; which distorts itself before the

Father’s mandate; for it is more likely for one
who made his living with sweat to enter the

Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who made

his living with no sweat on the face; the more
difficulties a life had, the greater is its glory

in the Kingdom of Heavens; the science of

good draws the creatures away from the own
spiritual merit; and it draws them away and

deludes them to the point of forgetting what
is of the Father; a rich forgets the Scriptures;

he cannot serve two masters at the same
time; there is no deluded one than a rich; for

none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; nor a more backward spirit; they

reduce infinity to an ephemeral present;
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behold the tragedy-philosophy; for the poor
shall praise themselves for not having been

rich; before the universal equality of the
Father, first is the needy; the last one is the
one who had everything; for no one was man-

dated to have more than another; you were

taught that all are equal before God; equal in
in right; equal in every participation; I verily

say unto you that all those who had more
than others, shall not enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; for they did not abide the Father’s

Scriptures; the reason why this humanity
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens is

because of the scandalous and immoral

beings who gave you the life system; for there
is no greater scandal and immorality than

not fulfilling what was promised to the

Father; the Father obliges no one; it is the
creature who with his violation to the law,

makes the Father’s justice fall on him; no one
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was created evil; the covenants that are
formed in the Kingdom of Heavens, give the
free will to everyone; behold why by having

you violated the Father’s law, you keep the

free will; I verily say unto you that in your
world the free will is inseparable from your

acts, when your spirit arrives to the place
where it was created, the free will gets sepa-

rated from the spirit; for there are differences
in both creations; the free will accuses the

spirit when this has violated the law, which

he should have fulfilled on the remote planet;

every return to the place of origin gives place

to a justice; for one goes to the planets in
order to fulfill living mandates; the entire
universe returns to its place of origin; for no
one is disinherited; all have a place of birth;

matter and spirit; known and unknown; I
verily say unto you that when you get to the
place of origin, you meet all the ideas that
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you created in the terrestrial existence; they

have arrived first than you to the place of

origin; for every very little and microscopic,
is first in the Kingdom of Heavens; the most

microscopic that you have are your ideas;
they are so invisible that you only feel them

but do not see them; every idea that your

mind generated is a creature like you; I verily
say unto you that every evil idea such as kill-

ing in order to govern, is a seed of a future
hell-world; for every evil idea become dark-

ness; darkness as the light forms universes,
galaxies and every galactic system; evil is as

expansive as light is; the colossal planets are
born from the invisible ideas; for one has to

be very little and humble in order to become
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; the gener-

ated idea contains the philosophy that the
creatures of the future planet will think;

behold the cause of the divine parable: He
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made them from mud; for there is no matter

that has not been an idea; behold a cause that
shall never stop from being a cause; for from

the cause that it exists, it does not have either
a beginning or an end; the ideas generate new
causes at every instant; at every known and

unknown instant, microscopic planets are
being created; which carry in themselves the
expansive force of their own free will; inno-

cence in search of its geometry; if you human

creatures, have never seen and much the less

have talked with your ideas, it is because you
yourselves requested it so; were you not

taught that every spirit is trialed in life? Your
life with all its characteristics, you yourselves
requested it so; for everything is requested

in the Kingdom of Heavens; every request
before the Father, turns into life; that is why

it is said that the Father is life; any kind of

life that any mind can imagine; nothing is
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impossible for the Creator of the universe;
the forgetfulness of the past constitutes the

supreme trial in your eternity; your life is one
of the infinite ones that are in the universe;
for the Father’s creation has neither a begin-

ning nor an end; you requested forgetfulness
in order to gain in philosophy and understanding towards the Father; each individual-

ity constitutes a living promise; whose laws

and covenants are written in the Solar Books

of the eternal life; each one requested to
understand the Father in the trials of life,
according to the difficulty and the opposite

in his own way of being; and the greater was
the difficulty requested by you, the greater
is the award in the Kingdom of Heavens; in

your requests of life, you did not request to
have more than others; for that constitutes

an injustice before the Father; you were
taught in the Kingdom and on Earth that all
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are equal in rights before God; What did you
do to please the Father, above everything? I
verily say unto you that such question shall

shudder you; for you have not lived equality,

but inequality; and in this inequality my
humble have undergone the worst part; you

have had pain and hunger for them; knowing

that every humble and despised is first in the
Kingdom of Heavens!! With first-hand

knowledge, you despised them; he who
despises a preference that came out of the

Father, he despises the Father; among all

those who requested the trials of life, the
easy-minded and the rich are the ones who

are more distanced from the Kingdom of
Heavens; for they are the ones who violated

the law of equality of the Father the most;

no rich is known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for having more than another there, consti-

tutes arrogance; disharmony; darkness;
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behold every so-called rich shall be despised;

for because of them, millions of children
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for

no one who imitated them in wealth, shall

enter the Kingdom; it is more likely for a

camel to pass through a needle’s eye than for
a rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the
maximum expression of the violation of the
Father’s law in this world, is constituted by

wealth; as a supreme goal of the spirit; for
the rich are the greatest deluders; such phi-

losophy is the most mundane; for it is only

useful while one is still on the planets, and

they never enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
the rich, as long as they are so, shall never

see the Father’s glory; behold the philosophy
of illusion; you are in the world of illusion;

an self-interested illusion; for there are many
kinds of illusion; and the saddest is the one

that serves two masters; one cannot serve
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two masters; for the spirit gets divided in its

intention; and no divided spirit enters the
Kingdom of Heavens; that is why it was

taught to you: Only satan divides and he
divides himself; for when the spirit arrives

before the Father, shall find opposite ideas

that came out of its own self; ideas which not
being of the light, shall accuse the spirit of

having created them; for every child claims

for a father; when you generate ideas, you
become the father of your own creations; just
as your Father is; what is up above is the

same as down below; you have got the
Father’s inheritance; the universe is an infinite succession of parents; all of them sub-

ordinated to an only One; this divine truth
was misinterpreted by certain living hierar-

chies; they created the term gods; imitators

of the only living God; every imitator gets
embarrassed before the Father; for the Father
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has no equal; from all those who spoke about

gods, no one has entered the Kingdom of
Heavens; for it was taught to you that there
is only one God; the word gods that was spo-

ken in a given instant on Earth, puts the
spirit in a difficult situation when he finds

himself before his Creator; moving and dra-

matic scenes are seen in that supreme instant;
to be in front of Father Jehovah is to be before
the place where one came out of; and being

in the place where one was created, the whole
spirit burst in tears; what is lived and seen

there is infinitely opposite to all that was
taught on Earth; for what happened on Earth
drew one away from the Father’s Scriptures
and mandates; at that instant, the spirit hor-

rified understands that he cannot enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; and he curses the

deluders of the remote planet Earth; he
curses the strange customs that were imposed
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on him; he curses his habits and his own

customs; he curses his parents, who never
investigated the Scriptures, above every-

thing; he sees there the false history of the

Earth; a history that was not honest and sin-

cere with itself; a history made up to the
convenience of the greatest deluders; real
demons of the material interest; I verily say
unto you that no one who wrote a false his-

tory has entered the Kingdom of Heavens;

nor anyone who taught the false history;
everything that was done by men in this

world, everything is false; and since all was

false, no one shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for a world that did
not request the Father’s Scriptures to enter

the Kingdom of Heavens, than for a world

that requested them and did not fulfill them;
behold the destiny that the materialistic spir-

its led you to; those who served two masters;
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they served gold and they said that they were
serving the living God at the same time; I
verily say unto you that you shall be judged

in public; for the Father’s final judgments are
universally public; nothing is occult in the

Father; only the earthly judgment does occult
things; but, no magistrate of strange justice,

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor any
of those who represented such justice with
them; it is more likely for one who was not

a judge to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who was; I verily say unto you

that the occult justice has its days numbered;
the justice that is approaching, is the justice
to the justice; it is the final judgment; it is
the beginning of the weeping and gnashing

of teeth; for because of that you were led by

certain ambitious beings; who believed of
themselves as being unique in their calcula-

tions to gold; the term unique is when one
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leaves aside the Father’s Scriptures; when
this happens, the final judgment is unavoid-

able; it always happens the same; there have

been, there are, and there will be worlds that
violate the world; I verily say unto you that

in the final judgments to the worlds, one

starts from the most powerful; from the most
mundane; from the blindest; from those who

were notorious in casting their first stone;
from those who made themselves public,
without asking to themselves if being overly

notorious in the world was moral or immoral;
for I verily say unto you that it is more likely
for those who the world never got to know
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for

those who were famous and known; the true
humility does not need fame at all; all the
contrary, it is an obstacle to enter the King-

dom of Heavens; no famous one who came
out of this world or others, have been able
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to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
fame was not because of the praising to the

Father; it was for a temporary illusion; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those

who you admired in life; you shall only feel
sorry for them; and for all of those who you

disregarded, you shall feel envy; for in a life

system which is a synonym of violation of
the Father’s law, the most despised are the

first to see His glory; the more a creature
deified or exalted himself in a life which was

of trials, the further away is he from the
Kingdom of Heavens; there is violation by
evolution and violation to the Father’s man-

dates; violation by evolution is when being

more intellectual, one commits errors that

the least evolved could commit them; behold
a law of other existences, for in other exis-

tences, one promised to do much better what
was done wrong; for every spirit is born
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again; everything is done being little; for one
has to be very little and humble in order to

become great in the Kingdom of Heavens;

the least evolved is the most little; but, since

in the Father’s flock there is everything, it so
happens that the most ignorant is by his
galactic past, the greatest wise man on the
planet; all his knowledge remained in a tem-

porary forgetfulness; while he trialed a life

called human; which represents only an
instant in the antiquity and eternity of the

spirit; the antiquity is the experience in the
facts lived in other existences; and eternity
is the set of such existences; and it consti-

tutes the celestial hierarchy; the number of

hierarchies is infinite; the thinking creatures
shall never be able to count them; only the
Father knows it; as He knows the name of

every sun and every planet; of those that

existed, exist, and shall exist; as He also
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knows the history and the number of each

little molehill of all the deserts of all the
worlds; of those that were, are, and shall be;
for what is of the Father has neither a beginning nor an end; whether it is His work or

His divine knowledge; I verily say unto you

that a new science is coming to the world;

the Omega Science; the Science that came

out of the spirit of a Solar Son; who you shall
see shining like a sun; an unforgettable face;
the shining face of a First-born Son; the pres-

ence of the new science in this world, shall
be the terror of those who trade everything;
of the demons of this world; and he shall be

the living marvel of the meek at heart; behold
how those who mocked shall tremble; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the
world of illusion; behold the divine presence
of what they never believed in; behold satan

uncovered; behold the surprise of a world
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which only believed in the power of gold;
behold the fall of capitalism; behold the fall

of satan’s legion in this world; behold the
death of the great beast; behold the demon

was in yourselves; behold the fall of the great
prostitute; the fall of all the commercial reli-

gions; the ones that sold themselves to the

most powerful, without caring who this was;
behold the fall of the Alpha or materialistic

world; the fall of a world that was the product
of selfish calculations; a world that came out
of the exploitation and misery of many; a
world that was the product of many antiChrists; for they made the laws without tak-

ing the Scriptures of the Father into
consideration; an unknown world in the
Kingdom of Heavens; for no one exploits or
deceives in the Kingdom; behold the happi-

ness of the children of work; for it is the only
philosophy that remains in this world; there
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should have never ever existed others; this

world should have never been divided; for
they never made the Father’s Scriptures the

supreme goal of their existences; all of you
promised to serve one sole master; the Scrip-

tures of the living God; but, you fell before

the deluders of satan; I verily say unto you

that none of those who lived or imitated
strange doctrines to the Father’s Scriptures,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every

promise made to the Father is judged in the

Kingdom of Heavens; not even the most
microscopic violation to the promises made
to the Father, remains without its divine jus-

tice; only repentance moves the virtues of
the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto
you that in every weeping and gnashing of
teeth, repentance is born; and the living Doc-

trine of the Father, acts as Comforter of mil-

lions and millions of creatures; the world you
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are in comes to its end; for every earthly time
requested the end of the times; a new time
is initiated; the final judgment is the trans-

formation of an immoral world for a moral

one; it is the fall of a world and its corrupted
customs; for another one that should have

always existed; behold the end of the begin-

ning; for your materialistic world is nothing

more than a microscopic part of time, which

is still left for the Earth; I verily say unto you

that no one knows you in the Kingdom of
Heavens; only the Father, the Solar Mother

Omega and certain solar parents who were

apostles or prophets on the Earth; this
unawareness of you in the Kingdom, was

written in other divine terms: From dust you
are and to dust you shall return; which
means: From the microscopic you are and to
the microscopic you return; one is born, and

is born again in worlds of the microcosm; the
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universe of Father Jehovah is so immense
that not all the worlds in their development

get to know each other; there are worlds and

still are, which no one shall get to know
them, aside from their creatures; there are

others that know each other; and not because
of that they stop being the great unknown

ones in space; only the Father is the great
known One; and he who ignores the Father,

is also ignored out of the world in which he
lived; the justice of the Father is in any place

of the imagined universe; it is instantaneous

and infinite; it shortens the distance between
up above and down below; I verily say unto

you that all the injustices created by this
strange world, shall be judged; every world

becomes strange, when it does not fulfill the
law that it promised to fulfill; only the worlds
that fulfill the law of God are called worlds

of God; the opposite is a world of darkness;
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and your world having received the visit of

the Trinity, continues being a world of dark-

ness, for you do not get yet to the life system
of equality; you still keep the struggle against

the ambitious; just as it happened thousands
of years ago; certainly every demon who due
to his ambitions delays the development of

a world, pays for it at any instant; it is what

is about to happen in your world; the greatest
surprise is coming to every blind of the
Father’s Scriptures; the surprise that a bur-

glar produces; I verily say unto you that with
the arrival of the Scrolls of the Lamb of God

to the world, the greatest Revolution of the

human spirit is initiated in this world; all the
others disappear before such greatness; for

all of you with no exception have got a spirit;
and no one can stop feeling it; no one can
boast of being impartial; for no impartial of

this world shall enter the Kingdom of
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Heavens; there were many in this world that
made others call them impartial; but, before

temptation and the drive for power, they
stopped being impartial; it is more likely for

one who struggled against the exploitative

power to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who was indifferent by making
others call him impartial; the perfect impar-

tiality is not of this world; for you are in a

world of struggles; all of you promised the
Father to struggle against the demon, above

everything; everything that does not consider
the Father is demoniac above everything;

every individual or collective activity; I know
little son that you are thinking about what
happened in your flock Chile; all those who

conspired are damned; for they have taken

my humble away from what they had already
conquered; if only one of the conspirators
were poor and humble, he would be saved
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from damnation; but, none of them is poor

and much the less humble; if all of you are
rich and easy-attitude minded, who then do
you have your hands stained with blood for?

If you do not defend what is of the Father? I
verily say unto you demons of falseness and

foreign servitude, that you shall have to

respond before the people of all your crimes;
silent murders and your treason on people

who had faith in themselves; but, you demons

of the force, you crushed by violating the law
of God; if you are damned before the Father,
what morality could you teach the people? I

verily say unto you traitors of your own laws,
that the people you subjugated by stabbing

them from their backs, shall judge you; thus

you requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens;
every demon ends up in tragedy when the

Revelation of the Father arrives to the worlds;

I verily say unto you that you shall curse
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having known the immorality called milita-

rism; behold the future that is awaiting those

who trialed the philosophy of the force; it
was written: He who kills by sword dies by

sword; he who uses the force instead of rea-

soning, is dead; for you shall envy every dead;
I verily say unto you that all those who are

called military was a perpetuator of distrust

in this world; no one requested the Father to

wear uniforms that represented the opposite
to His Scriptures’ teachings; either one is

with the Father or one is with the demon;
one cannot serve two masters; for one of
them is false; he who served two masters in
life, is a false prophet of the living God; and

they are accused of being hypocritical in the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold the beginning

of the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those
who served the demon of force; behold the

fall of one of the trees that Father Jehovah
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did not plant; the so-called armed forces shall

be uprooted from the human evolution; these
spirits were trialed in their own weakness;
they promised the Father not to let them-

selves be influenced by handsome uniforms;

for it is more likely for those who dressed
simply to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for those who dressed ostentatiously;

and it is more likely for those who never

obtained any decoration or medal to enter
the Father’s Kingdom, than for those who
obtained them; for such awards were attained
in a strange life system; I verily say unto you
that everything you did believing that it had

merit, stop being so, from the precise instant
in which you start enjoying a scandalous life

system; the demons of gold distorted you;
for the real merit is not weighed in gold; it

is calculated by celestial points; no rich enters
the Kingdom of Heavens; nor any merit that
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carried the intention of getting rich; behold
the fall of the world of hypocrisy; no hypo-

critical being shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; the capitalist world is the creator
of every hypocrisy; from the right instant in

which it advocated in becoming a life system;

knowing that some had more and others less;
it would have been better for the capitalist
not to have been born in this world; for they

shall be ashamed; they should have never
done occult things; for nothing shall remain

occult; the judgment for these subjugators
of worlds, shall be public; never ever should
have one occulted from another; for they are
accused in the Kingdom of Heavens of intel-

lectual selfishness; behold the weeping and

gnashing of teeth of those who implanted a

life system, without considering the Father’s
Scriptures; behold the disinherited; for no

capitalist shall inherit anything from this
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world; for every inheritance belongs to every-

one; inheritance is universal; those who
defended the ones who taught the interest
towards gold, shall not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; for they defended satan; it is

more likely for those who defended the needy
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for

those who defended the ones who had more;
all of you promised the Father to improve
justice; giving preference to the defenseless

and the humble; only the revolutionaries
have fulfilled with Father; for they overcame

comfort; comfort that nobody should have
ever had; for its enjoyment is not the same
for everyone; the comfort of this world shall

turn into weeping and gnashing of teeth; for

no easy-attitude one shall be awarded; the

easy-attitude ones by violating the law of
Equality to others, enjoyed their awards in

advance; but, such rewards are not the
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eternity of the flesh; they are ephemeral
rewards; I verily say unto you that the rewards

of these mundane spirits have no comparison

with the celestial rewards; what is terrestrial
lasts for just an instant; a human life; what

is celestial does not perish; behold the infi-

nite difference between the terrestrial and

the Celestial; the resurrection of the flesh
shall be for every humble and every despised;
for it was written that every humble is first

in everything imagined; it is equivalent to
saying: First before the Father; therefore,

they are first in the physical eternity; they
shall turn into children again; for nothing is

impossible to the Creator of your lives; those
who did not believe that they could be resurrected into new flesh, shall not be; not believ-

ing in it is enough to make it so; he who

believed with his faith, attained it; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of every
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skeptical being; of every backward spirit; for
there is no spirit so backward than those

who deny the own Father who created them;

it is more likely for those who never doubted
about the infinite power of their Creator to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
those who doubted; I verily say unto you

that every doubt is judged in the Father’s

Kingdom; all of you who doubted in this life,
promised the Father not to do it again; for
you fell into the same thing in other lives;

you renounced your own Creator; that is
why you have not entered the Kingdom of

Heavens for many eternities; the same shall
happen to you once more; just as all those
who were military; they fell into the law of
force again; opposite to the law of Love of
the Kingdom of Heavens.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.177

BETWEEN THE DIVINE REVELATION AND THE
REVOLUTIONS OF THE WORLD, EXISTS A COMMON
LAW; REVELATION MEANS REVOLUTION IN THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR WHAT IS UP ABOVE IS
THE SAME AS DOWN BELOW; THE REVELATION OR
DIVINE TELEPATHIC SCRIPTURE, SHALL UNIFY THE
WORLD OF FAITH, THE THIRD WORLD; A WORLD
OF THE TRINITY, IN THE OWN SPIRITUALITY; THE
DIVINE PARABLE THAT WAS GIVEN TO THE WORLD,
MANY CENTURIES AGO, WHICH SAYS: EVERY
HUMBLE IS FIRST BEFORE GOD, MEANS THAT
ALL THE NATIONS CALLED UNDERDEVELOPED,
EMERGED FROM THE STRANGE AND UNKNOWN
LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF THE LAWS OF
GOLD, SHALL BE UNIFIED BY FORMING ONE SOLE
POWER; ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHT COUNTRIES
INITIATE THE MOST FORMIDABLE POWER THAT
HAS BEEN KNOWN IN THIS WORLD; NEITHER
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BEFORE, NOR NOW, NOR IN THE FUTURE, SHALL
BE SEEN SOMETHING ALIKE; EVERY RICH NATION
THAT CAME OUT OF THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM
OF GOLD, SHALL REMAIN IN THE GREATEST
POVERTY; THE DIVINE CREATOR GIVES AND TAKES
AWAY IN EVERYTHING IMAGINABLE; THOSE WHO
HAD MORE IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE ARE JUDGED
BY THEIR OWN AND STRANGE BEHAVIOR; WITH
THE ROD THAT THEY MEASURED OTHERS, SHALL
THEY BE MEASURED; THEY MADE OTHERS FEEL
POVERTY FOR CENTURIES, NOW THEY SHALL LIVE
POVERTY IN THEIR OWN FLESH; FOR THEY DID
NOT IMITATE THE DIVINE EQUALITY TAUGHT BY
THE FATHER IN HIS DIVINE GOSPEL; WITH THE
SO-CALLED RICH NATIONS, AN EPOCH THAT WAS
ANNOUNCED AS THE WEEPING AND GNASHING OF
TEETH, IS INITIATED IN THIS WORLD.-

Yes little son; the revolutionaries are proph-

ets in the Kingdom of Heavens, in virtue of
the free will of the spirits, some request to

be biblical prophets, and others request not
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to be; these requests are made starting from

the celestial psychology that whatever the
request is, the Eternal is infinitely fair; it is

because of this law of the free will, that was

said: There is everything in the Father’s flock;
that everything covers the everything above

everything; it covers all the individualities
that have passed through this world; I verily

say unto you that among all of them, the
greatest ones in the Kingdom of Heavens are
the individualities that were revolutionaries
on the remote planets; the Father’s Son was
one of them; the First-born Son tried to revo-

lutionize a world where paganism, arrogance,
the force and despise for life, reigned; in his

revolution the Solar Son taught a divine Revelation at the same time; a divine mandate
of Father Jehovah; I verily say unto you that
he who made revolutions and did not take

the divine Gospel of the Father into account,
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does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; one
thing is to imitate the Creator by searching

a better justice, within imperfection, and

another is to negate Him; those who negated
Him in the trials of life, are also negated, out
of the Earth; there are infinite ways of negat-

ing the own Creator of life; and one of them

are the customs in the daily living; he who

got used to living in a strange opulence,
knowing and seeing that others did not even
have anything to eat; behold because of this
strange custom one is judged; he who lived

that way in the trials of life, was drawing
away from the Kingdom of Heavens; second

after second; instant by instant; hour after

hour; for no spirit of this world requested
such immoral way of living; immorality con-

sists in that one did not imitate the divine
equality taught by the Father, in the own liv-

ing; I verily say unto you that it is more likely
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for those who were revolutionaries in the
trials of life to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
who even gave their lives for a better life for
others, than for those who seeing injustice
and inequality, did nothing; the most micro-

scopic effort done for others, is infinitely
awarded by the Father; and if there were
casualties in a revolution, three quarters of
the punishment is received by those who cre-

ated the strange life system, which came out
of gold; for the violation of the divine Com-

mandments that says: Thou shalt not kill was
already a natural thing in the strange life
system, called capitalism; this strange form
of life, casted the first stone in violation; it
created the first and oldest violence; it trans-

mitted violence from generation to genera-

tion; from father to son; I verily say unto you
that he who made use of force first is more

infinitely punished, than those who found
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themselves in the obligation of replying the
force; behold the weeping and gnashing of

teeth of those who cultivated philosophies
of force, in the trials of life; for they shall
have to pay second by second of the time that
they served the strange force; for one cannot

serve two masters; either one serves the God
of love or one serves the demon of force;

those who served two or more masters,
divided themselves; their awards are divided;

and no spirit who divided his award enters

the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one requested
to serve two masters; no one requested to

divide himself; no one wanted to imitate
satan, who divided the Father’s angels in the
Kingdom of Heavens; anticipating the divine
Father Jehovah the future acts of the spirits,
who requested Him to trial a form of life, is

that He wrote in his divine Gospel: Only
satan divides, and he divides himself; which
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means that all those who divided others, in

the trials of life, shall be divided and fall by

their own selves; so it is that the so-called

capitalism, which is the great beast of the

divine Gospel of Father Jehovah, shall fall
before they get to the year 2000; this strange

life system which came out of the calculation
to gold, shall remain reduced to just a small

group, who like birds of prey, shall hide

themselves in North America, surrounded
by gold bars; the fall of the so-called capital-

ism is because the time requested by their
spirits is up, in the trials of life; the nations

of the Third World shall be led by one of the
oldest, and one of the long-suffering of the
planet; the flock called China shall lead the

greatest power known on Earth; for it is the

nation that surpassed their own spiritual

scale, in the planetary life trials; its antiquity
in being long-suffering has no equal in the
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history of the nations; it is because of this

fact that I was written: The Orient against
the Occident; for the beast shall not partici-

pate in the new world; capitalism shall fall,

for the generation shall change customs;

strange customs which the world should
have never known; for getting to know such
strange customs, the world that came out of
gold, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; for nothing strange enters the Kingdom;

and it will so happen that parallel to the

expansion of the Doctrine of the Lamb of
God, the world being terrorized about this

truth, shall renounce to serve the beast;
nobody would want to hold an arm; nobody

shall step on a war ship; nobody shall crew

any tank or war planes; nobody shall step
into any barracks; nobody will want to wear
a military uniform; nobody will want to do

the so-called military service; the beast shall
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be horrified; for the power of the beast rested
on the strange force; it shall be a blow to the
head of the beast; one quarter of the members of the beast, shall commit suicide; but

if they commit suicide a thousand times, a

thousand times they shall be resurrected
from dust; the resurrection of every flesh
shall take place in the year 2001, in China;

the elderly shall be transformed into twelveyear old children; those who believed in the

law of resurrection; those who did not
believe, shall not be resurrected; Father Jeho-

vah respects his children’s beliefs; those who
in their faith limited Him, shall remain with

the limit on themselves; those who said that
their Creator was infinite, shall remain with

infinity in themselves; the world that emerged
from the calculation of gold, is the world
Alpha or world of the beginning; the world

that gets initiated with the Third World, is
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the World Omega; every revolutionary that

emerged in the strange world of gold, is a
prophet before God; the revolutionaries are

spirits who in virtue of their free wills,
request the Father to mend on remote plan-

ets, strange life forms not written in the
Kingdom of Heavens; what is not written in

the Kingdom is called strange; the so-called

capitalism of this world, is not written; not

even the so-called rich requested it; this
strange life system emerged from a group of
demons, who requested the Father to know
laws of the light; promising the Father not

to violate his divine law; but they violated it;
and the first violation that came out of such

demons was the strange licentiousness of not
taking the Father into account, in the cre-

ation of their own life system; on every planet

when their creatures do not consider the
Father’s divine mandate, when they create
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forms of life systems, such life systems end

up in tragedy sooner or later; these planetary
tragedies were announced in the Creator’s
Scriptures: Weeping and gnashing of teeth

of those who took the strange licentiousness
of having more than what was taught; the
divine mandate of the Father says: All are
equal in rights, before God: the strange capi-

talism did not imitate the divine mandate of

the Father; this immoral life system, was
always characterized by inequality; the most

microscopic imitation of what is of the
Father, is infinitely awarded by the Father;

he who did not imitate the Father in the trials
of life, does not remain in this life; for every-

thing imaginable requested to the Father, has
got its time; I verily say unto you revolution-

aries of the world, that you shall be the first

in the new world; he who risked his life for
others, is first in the Kingdom of Heavens; if
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one is first up above is also first down below;
for what is up above is the same as down
below; I verily say unto you struggling chil-

dren that the divine final judgment, awaited

by the world of faith gets initiated with a
Doctrine, which shall cover the surface of the
Earth; for what comes out of God covers
everything; for everything was created by a
same God; this Doctrine shall be known by

the world as the Doctrine of the Lamb of
God; others shall call it the Celestial Science

or telepathic Scripture, dictated by Father

Jehovah; it is the third and last Doctrine,
which the world of trials shall receive; the

first was the Mosaic Law, in the pharaonic
era; the second was the Christian Doctrine;

the third is the Doctrine of the Lamb of God;
although there are centuries of difference
between one and another Doctrine, the
divine Creator is never wrong; the Doctrine
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of the Lamb of God has no end; what is of

the Father has no limits; this divine Doctrine
shall explain the origin of everything; it cor-

responds to the intellectual judgment; after

this judgment comes the physical judgment;
or fire judgment; I verily say unto you, revo-

lutionaries of the world that the greatest
Revelation in the world, comes out of the
Peruvian flock; an award that was destined

to the Chilean flock; but the strange fascism
momentarily reigned in this flock; a strange

and unknown form of government, which
the Chilean flock was not accustomed to;
many applaud the demon of force, who vio-

lates and mocks the divine Commandments

of the Father; woe betide those who applauded
and praised those who violated the divine
Commandment that says: Thou shalt not
kill! For they shall be accused of being accom-

plices in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
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the law that says: Nobody is a prophet in his
own Land, is fulfilled; because of the selfish-

ness of race; no tyrant who emerged from
the strange life system, which came out of

gold, none of them shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; nor has any of them ever entered;
every name of every tyrant shall be published

in all the languages of the world; for all those
who were so, in the trials of life, shall perish
in the fire that comes out of the First-born

Son; behold the weeping and gnashing of
teeth of all those who took the strange licen-

tiousness of using the force, against the
Father’s humble; they fell into temptation

again; I verily say unto you that no one
requested the Father to use the force against

their brothers of life; fort all the spirits of
this world knew that the use of the strange

force, was not of the Kingdom, nor was it
written in the divine Commandments of the
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Father; that is why it was written: He who

kills by sword dies by sword; which means

that he who makes use of force, falls by force;
if it is not in the present existence, it is in

another, in other worlds; for every spirit is

born again in order to know new lives; and

in each life he shall find a new image and

resemblance of God; he who is not born
again, does not see the Father’s new reign;

he stops in one of the infinite forms of the
Father; was it not taught that God was infi-

nite? And being infinite, why do many stop
in just one life? To think in just one exis-

tence, is to think in an opposite way to what

was taught by the Father; every mental limi-

tation with first-hand knowledge belittles the
Creator of life; none of those who belittled
Him, not a single one shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; it is more likely for those

who exalted Him in the trials of life to enter
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the Kingdom of Heavens; than for those who

belittled Him; no one in the trials of life
requested to lower the Creator’s power;
there are infinite ways in which the creatures,

distorted the Creator; one of them is that
they did not see Him physically in the trials
of life; I verily say unto you that everything

imaginable is requested to God; and the
request of not seeing Him came out of our-

selves, in the lapse or instant called life; for
you did not know the sensation of such expe-

rience; the trials of life, requested by you,

includes the everything above everything; the
oblivion of the past also came out of you; for

you did not know such experience, which
should take place on the remote planet Earth,
which you did not know either; aging was
also requested by you; in the Kingdom of
Heavens, one does not know aging; for every-

thing is eternal there; all are children of
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eternal flesh; you should know how to dis-

tinguish between the attribute and quality
reigning in the Kingdom of Heavens, and the
attributes and qualities of the infinite forms

of life, that the thinking spirits request the

Father; every human request turns into life
in the Kingdom of Heavens; and I verily say
unto you that the Macrocosm called King-

dom of Heavens, is so infinite that you are

not known; only the divine Father Jehovah,

the divine Mother Omega and certain solar
parents who were prophets on Earth, know

you; this littleness of yours was expressed in
the divine parable that says: From dust you

are and to dust you shall return; which
means: From the microscopic you are and to

the microscopic you return; for you are from

the microcosm within another microcosm;
you are from a dust-planet; divine Father
Jehovah, what position does our planet Earth
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occupy in space? I shall tell you little son; for
the Light of Knowledge has arrived to the
world; the Earth belongs to the galaxy Trino;
of pale yellow dwarf suns; world of flesh; an

almost unknown form of life in the universe;
the Earth is the trillionth, trillionth, trillionth
planet which was born from the sun Omega;
the sun Alpha impregnated the sun Omega;

for what is up above is the same as down

below; there is solar creation up above and

human creation down below; for the divine

mandate that came out of Father Jehovah

who said: Thou shalt make one sole flesh,
which is equivalent to one sole matrimony;

it was a divine mandate for worlds and suns;

what is of the Father is not enclosed in just
one world; for no one is unique in His infinite
creation; the origin of the planet Earth was

said in the divine Gospel of the Father; the

parable that says: I am the Alpha and the
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Omega, shows the cosmic place where the

Earth came out of; it was a divine expression

of origin, which came out of the Trinity,
incarnated in the Solar First-born Son Christ;
the Earth was a microscopic little solar spar-

klet; the little sparklet still keeps fire in its

centre; the Earth was born from the invisible
to the visible; it was a microbe with an expan-

sive force; the Earth has an antiquity that
escapes every human calculation; this dust-

planet has got as many centuries of existence

as molecules has the planet; and it has an
antiquity of three quarters of an entirety; the
Earth has one quarter of an entirety of life;
this quarter was said in the angle of Christ;

an Omega circle divided by four; it is the
triceptation of a right angle of 90º; which was
the first geometry done by the planet; when

he primitive little sparklet got detached from

the corona of the Mother Sun Omega, it
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made a geometric traverse of a right angle of
90º; every planet of the Thinking Expansive
Universe was born from a geometry; for no

one is disinherited in the Father’s creation;
neither planets nor creatures; the Earth has
its polar axle deviated in 42º; this deviation

has been taking place from century to century; and they are a consequence of the viola-

tions of all the generations, emerged from
the strange life system, which came out of

gold; there is little son, a relationship
between matter an spirit, during the growth

and development of the planets; it is one of

the infinite laws of the living universe of God;
when the First-born Son expired on the cross,

the Earth trembled; for every Solar First-born
Son is united by microscopic cords to each

molecule of the planet on which he finds
himself; this union is living; which means
that at every instant, one solar son talks to
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matter telepathically; and he has authority

over it; the First-born Son was telepathic;
this telepathy was cut off when agonizing on
the cross, he said: Father, why have you aban-

doned me? Behold a divine Revelation, which
shall shudder the entire world; for what hap-

pened in the past is repeated again; a very

little time is left; the power of the Son of God
shall be seen by this entire generation; the

beast shall be terrorized; because for the first

time it shall not be able to kill the one it
considers its adversary; the Son of God shall

defeat the beast by ordering the elements of

nature; the beast’s burrow shall know the
fire falling from space; the beast in its des-

peration shall try to use the damned atomic
bombs, without being able to accomplish its

purpose; for every arm used for destruction,

shall become inactive, annulled; for they

were created from the same elements of
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nature; behold a Revelation that will make

the beast try to commit suicide; for the
strange morality that gave it its own comfort,
did not give it the necessary mental resis-

tance; in order to confront the trials of life,

which they themselves requested the Father;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of

the easy-attitude minded of the world; of
those who had everything at the expense of

the hunger and misfortune of others; the
Third World shall witness the fall of those

who forced them to serve them; for this
strange life system, which came out of the

laws of gold, made use of the force in order

to impose such strange reign; children of the
world: Since all of you were obliged to live
by force, in such strange life system is that

three quarters of your sins, are paid by those

who created the strange life system which
came out of gold; the sinner pays one quarter
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of the totality of his sins; if you had not been

obliged to live such immoral life system, you
would have had to pay all your sins; behold

another weeping and gnashing of teeth of

those who took the strange licentiousness of
creating a form of life, without considering

the Creator of their lives; behold the greatest
tragedy in the so-called human history; a

false history; for the protagonists of the own
history were influenced by a strange morality
in the moments when they did their acts; a

history is true when its interpreters live with
the psychology of the Father’s Gospel; every
psychology out of this is a strange psychol-

ogy; it is not of the Kingdom of Heavens; it

is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens;
and each act, each fact, each purpose, each

mental action becomes disinherited from the
Kingdom; neither spirit nor any acts that

were influenced by a strange psychology,
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enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; no socalled historian shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; nor has any of them entered, since

there is history; behold another weeping and
gnashing of teeth of the so-called historians

who came out of the strange life system,
which came out of gold; the true history of

the Earth and the world, shall be witnessed
by the world on the divine solar television,
created by the First-born Son; the solar tele-

vision is a color television, which came out

of the own elements of nature; for all the
imaginable things, came out of a same law,
of a same God; the everything above everything returns in the form of a cosmic televi-

sion; the solar television of a First-born Son

has no limits; for being the first after the
Father, he is infinite in everything imagin-

able; all the cities in the world shall observe
in the clouds, the scenes that took place on
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Earth at every instant; the most hidden fact

that took place in all the epochs of the planet,
shall be seen by every human eye; horrifying

facts and sublime facts shall a shivery world
see; what was believed as a truth, was a

deceit; those who were seen as innocent,
were real demons; and many who were found

guilty, were innocent; every occult scene
done by tyrant’s mandates, the world shall

see them; and those who applauded them

shall flee ashamed from the world’s presence;
behold a humble and microscopic part of
shivering facts, which live and dead shall see;
for if what is up above is the same as down

below, in the infinite Cosmos, there are other
many solar televisions, in other many infinite
worlds; all those who have already departed
from this world, find their judgments in infi-

nite points of the universe; for in virtue of

the free will of the spirits, is that some
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requested to be judged on Earth, and others
out of her; some requested to pay debts of
the past, during life; others after it; all the

infinite variety in the facts of each one, was

requested in virtue of each one’s free will;
absolutely nothing nor anyone is forced to
come to life; the spirit’s eagerness to improve,
comes out of the own spirit; your Creator is
so infinite in power that He does not have

the complex of forcing anyone; obliging is a

sign of imperfection within infinity power; it
is the children who coming from very remote

galaxies, come to the Father in order to know

new forms of life; and spirits of darkness and
of the light come to request to know what
they do not know; you children of the Earth

requested to know the human life, for you
did not know it; each one of you chose what
you were to experience in the trials of life;

up to the last molecule of yourselves, came
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out of you; your Creator took your present

body of flesh from your own ideas, which you
generated in your previous existence; for it
was written: Thou shalt earn thy bread on

the sweat of thy face; this effort requested to
the Father, by your own selves, also included
the body of your future existence; the cumu-

lus of ideas generated in one existence is
called in the Kingdom, the Salt of Life, which
constitutes the future destiny which came
out of oneself; for each one makes his own

heaven; the divine Father, approves being
born again; the means or the elements of a

reincarnation, come out of your efforts;
Divine Father Jehovah, what relationship is
there between being born again and reincar-

nation? I shall tell you son: It is the same

law; one law can be expressed in many forms;
and not for that, it stops being the same law;

I verily say unto you that all those who denied
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and ridiculed reincarnation, denied and ridi-

culed themselves; for they denied their own

eternity; I verily say unto you that when
every father or mother bear children, what

they do is a reincarnation; three quarters of

it , when a baby comes to the world, is done

in the Kingdom of Heavens; the other fourth
comes out of matrimony; when a father or a

mother love their children, they love them
with common love; that is called in the King-

dom of Heavens, communism of the flesh;

the flesh beings multiply flesh in a common
law; if a father or a mother did not love their
children with common love, they would be

acting selfishly; and it is more likely for those
who in the trials of life acted or thought in a
common psychology to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for those who thought and
acted in a strange psychology of licentious-

ness; the most microscopic imitation of what
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is of the Father, is infinitely awarded by the

Father; the so-called earthly communism

imitates, though in an imperfect way, the
divine equality taught by the Father, in his
divine Gospel; the only thing that the ter-

restrial communism fell into was the nega-

tion of a Creator of everything; I verily say

unto you that all those who deny the unique
Creator of the universe, do not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; behold the weeping

and gnashing of teeth of all the ungrateful
beings who did not want to recognize, in the

trials of life, a divine Author of their own
lives; for they shall see with their own eyes

the One who they denied; by their own eyes

they shall see how others are resurrected into
twelve-year-old children; for I verily say unto
you that the fascination of becoming a child

again, shall take hold of all the human spirits;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of
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the strange world that came out of the laws

of gold; for the majority of this strange world
did not believe in their own eternity; the
majority of the so-called christian world did

not learn the divine Gospel given by the

Father; no false christian shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any entered
again; it is more likely for a primitive being,

who in his life trials did not request to know
the divine Father’s Gospel, to enter the King-

dom of Heavens, than for a so-called christian who requested Scriptures, and did not

take them into account, in the trials of life;
behold all those who proclaimed being illus-

trated in the trials of life shall envy the most

primitive ones of the planet; behold the
meaning of the parable that says: The big and

powerful shall be despised; and every humble
and long-suffering, exalted; it means that the
psychology of the long-suffering and the
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despised shall reign all over the Earth; what

should have always been since the beginning
of the world; this strange world which came

out of the calculation of gold, always opposed
the divine Father; they always gave the worst
to His preferred ones, the long-suffering, the
despised; the crumbs for the humble; let the

humble wait; let the humble get burnt under
the sun; long queues for the humble; secret
meetings, on my humble backs; the heaviest

taxes on the humble; since this strange world
did all the opposite to the Father’s law of
love, is that this world also receives the oppo-

site to what their minds waited for; the har-

vest of what this strange world sowed is the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; for they did

more evil than goodness; they divided their

fruit even in their form of faith; knowing that

there is only God; for I verily say unto you

that many forms of faith divide the own
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award; for only satan divides and he divides

himself; no one of those who were influenced
by the strange religious psychology, have got
their award entirely; each religious being and

his followers, have to divide the points of
faith by the number of religions that were in
the world; behold satan divided the Father’s
angels in the Kingdom; and the so-called reli-

gious divided my children on Earth, in many
beliefs; being there one God only; division
up above and division down below; what is

up above is the same as down below; behold
it is more likely for a worker who divided no

one with his philosophy of work to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, than for a so-called

religious, who divided many; behold another
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who

belonged to the so-called religious rock; a

strange form of faith, that emerged in the
strange life system, which came out of the
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calculation of gold, and not written in the
Kingdom of Heavens; nor announced in the

divine Gospel of the Father; one thing is the
divine Gospel which came out of the divine

free will of the Father, and another are the

so-called religions which came out of the
human free will.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.Telepathic Scripture – dictated by the divine
Father Jehovah – Scroll Nº 3.300
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The author, Emissary Alpha and Omega,
shows the telepathic scrolls.

THE PLAN COMMENDED
TO THE EMISSARY ALPHA AND OMEGA
THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD
The Origin of Matter shall be a work of 3,000
telepathic Scrolls.The idea is a work of 300 Scrolls.-
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The silvery ships shall be explained in 300

more rolls: but, that is not the limit; it is the

beginning; and the translation of the Holy
Scriptures will be 6000 scrolls of cardboard;
each roll represents a parable of the Scrip-

tures, the Telepathic Scripture has no end; for
the universe does not have it; neither does
the living word of God.-

Here is to talk for years; there are 4000
scrolls…and every day a scroll is born.3000 scrolls of the Origin of Matter.3000 scrolls of the origin of the Ideas.300 scrolls of the Origin of the Most Holy
Trinity.-

300 Scrolls of the Origin of the Flying
Saucers.-

500 Scrolls of the subject of the beast.212
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EVERYONE PROMISED NOT TO KILL.Page 178
BETWEEN THE DIVINE REVELATION AND THE REVOLUTIONS
OF THE WORLD THERE IS A COMMON LAW; REVELATION
MEANS REVOLUTION IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR
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WHAT IS UP ABOVE IS THE SAME AS DOWN BELOW; THE REVELATION OR DIVINE TELEPATHIC SCRIPTURE, SHALL UNIFY
THE WORLD OF FAITH, THE THIRD WORLD; THE WORLD OF
TRINITY, IN THE OWN SPIRITUALITY; THE DIVINE PARABLE
THAT WAS GIVEN TO THE WORLD MANY CENTURIES AGO
ALREADY, WHICH SAYS: EVERY HUMBLE IS FIRST BEFORE
GOD, MEANS THAT ALL THE NATIONS CALLED UNDERDEVELOPED, EMERGED FROM THE STRANGE AND UNKNOWN LIFE
SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF THE LAWS OF GOLD, SHALL
GET UNIFIED BY FORMING ONE SOLE POWER; ONE HUNDRED
AND EIGHT COUNTRIES INITIATE THE MOST FORMIDABLE
POWER THAT HAS BEEN KNOWN IN THIS WORLD; NEITHER
BEFORE, NOR NOW, NOR IN THE FUTURE, SOMETHING ALIKE
SHALL BE SEEN; EVERY RICH NATION THAT CAME OUT OF
THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, SHALL REMAIN IN THE
GREATEST POVERTY; THE DIVINE CREATOR GIVES AND TAKES
AWAY IN EVERYTHING IMAGINABLE; THOSE WHO HAD MORE
IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, ARE JUDGED BY THEIR OWN AND
STRANGE BEHAVIOR; WITH THE ROD THAT THEY MEASURED
OTHERS, THEY ARE MEASURED; THEY MADE OTHER FEEL
POVERTY FOR CENTURIES, NOW THEY SHALL LIVE POVERTY
IN THEIR OWN FLESH; FOR THEY DID NOT IMITATE THE DIVINE
EQUALITY TAUGHT BY THE FATHER, IN HIS DIVINE GOSPEL;
WITH THE SO-CALLED RICH NATIONS, AN EPOCH THAT WAS
ANNOUNCED AS THE WEEPING AND GNASHING OF TEETH,
GETS INITIATED.215

Read the Celestial Science
Alpha and Omega which shall
cover the entire surface of the
Earth.

Science, Morality, Psychology and Divine
Justice
Download all the books:

https://www.alfayomega.com/
The Scrolls of the Lamb (Apocalypse 5)

https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/
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Celestial Science

Please visit https://www.alfayomega.com
and read WHAT IS TO COME, CELESTIAL SCIENCE and
DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE SILVER VESSELS.

The Scroll and the Lamb
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(Apocalypse 5)
https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/

